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July 2021

Romantic Comedy . Contemporary . Holiday

 ELCOME TO FERRY
W
LANE MARKET
Ferry Lane Market Book 1

Nicola May
Internationally bestselling
phenomenon Nicola May is back
with a brand new series.

 hirty-three-year-old Kara Moon has worked on the market’s flower stall ever since
T
leaving school, dreaming of bigger things. When her good-for-nothing boyfriend
cheats on her and steals her life savings, she finally dumps him and rents out her
spare room as an Airbnb. Then an anonymous postcard arrives, along with a plane
ticket to New York. And there begins the first of three trips of a lifetime, during which
she will learn important lessons about herself, her life and what she wants from it –
and perhaps find love along the way.
Nicola May is a rom-com superstar. She is the author of a dozen novels, all of which have appeared
in the Kindle bestseller charts. The Corner Shop in Cockleberry Bay spent 11 weeks at the top of the
Kindle bestseller chart and was the overall best-selling fiction ebook of 2019 across the whole UK
market. Her books have been translated into 12 languages.

 781529346442 • £7.99
9
B format Paperback • 384pp

Exclusive territories:
World English Language

eBook: 9781529346459 • £7.99

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Audio download:
9781529346466 • £19.99

Translation Rights:
Lorella Belli, LBLA

Most recent title: CHRISTMAS IN
COCKLEBERRY BAY
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N @nicolamay1

Serial Rights:
Hodder & Stoughton

M NicolaMayAuthor P @author_nicola nicolamay.com

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy
Advance book proofs available on request
 uthor lives in Ascot, Berkshire. Author
A
is available for: interview, features,
festival appearances, local events.


July 2021

Legends & Mythology . Feminist . Ancient Greece

DAUGHTERS OF SPARTA
 Vivid and Illuminating Reimagining of
A
the Siege of Troy, Perfect For Readers
of Circe and Ariadne

Claire Heywood
 wo sisters parted. Two women blamed.
T
Two stories reclaimed.

 s princesses of Sparta, Helen and Klytemnestra have known nothing but luxury.
A
However, their destinies are not theirs to command. While still young girls they are
separated and married off to legendary foreign kings Agamemnon and Menelaus.
Their duty is now to give birth to the heirs society demands and be the meek queens
their men expect. But when the weight of their husbands’ neglect, cruelty and
ambition becomes too heavy to bear, they must push against the constraints of their
sex to carve new lives for themselves – and in doing so make waves that will ripple
throughout the next three thousand years.
Claire Heywood is a scholar of the ancient world, having gained a 1st Class BA in Classical

Civilisation and an MA with Distinction in Ancient Visual and Material Culture, from the University of
Warwick. She is a former professional tour guide at the Roman Baths museum in Bath. Her deep
understanding of the ancient world, coupled with her fascination with women’s forgotten voices,
inspired her to write this, her debut novel.

 781529349931 • £14.99
9
Royal Hardback • 352pp
eBook: 9781529333688 • £14.99
Royal Trade Paperback:
9781529333671 • £14.99

Exclusive territories: World

Publicity contact: Maria Garbutt-Lucero

US Rights: Berkley, Penguin
Random House

Advance book proofs available on request

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton
Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Author lives in Bristol, UK. Author
is available for: interview, features,
festival appearances, local events.

#DaughtersOfSparta

N @ClaireEHeywood
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July 2021

Adult & Contemporary Romance . Weddings

T HE REHEARSALS
Annette Christie

 he wedding is tomorrow. If they can only
T
get through today. . .

 egan Givens and Tom Prescott are preparing for what should be the happiest
M
weekend of their lives. But their plans for a perfect wedding are ruined when a huge
fight causes them to call it all off on the night of their rehearsal dinner. Megan and Tom
think the worst is over – until they wake up the next morning and find themselves stuck
in a time loop. Somehow they are being forced to relive the worst day of their lives –
with its painful secrets, age-old grievances and family dramas – again and again.
Annette Christie is a Canadian-American hybrid with a BFA in Theatre and a history of very odd
jobs. She’s had articles published in HelloGiggles and the Guardian, and the back of her head is
featured prominently in the film Mean Girls. She currently resides in Alberta with her husband and
two children.

 781529348750 • £17.99
9
Royal Hardback • 352pp

Exclusive territories:
Intercompany US

eBook: 9781529348774 • £17.99

US Rights:
Hachette Book Group USA

Audio download:
9781529348781 • £19.99
Royal Trade Paperback:
9781529348767 • £14.99
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#TheRehearsals

Translation Rights:
Hachette Book Group USA
Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

N @MsAnnetteMC annettechristie.com

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan
Advance reading copies via Netgalley
Advance book proofs available on request
Author lives in Alberta, Canada.


July 2021

Family Life Fiction . Contemporary Romance . Grief . Loss

 BUCKET LIST TO
A
DIE FOR
 he Most Uplifting, Feel-Good Summer
T
Read Of The Year

Lorraine Fouchet
 late wife’s message in a bottle leaves her
A
husband with a challenging task.

 ou suffers from a rare type of dementia and dies in her fifties. She leaves behind a
L
message in a bottle, charging her husband Joseph with a challenging task: he has
two months to reunite their patchwork family whose members have fallen out with
each other. But Joseph is running out of time. Will his efforts pay off before it is too
late? And most importantly: what’s in the mysterious letter?
Born in 1956, Lorraine Fouchet has published over 20 novels, several of which are prize-winning
international bestsellers. After a successful career in A&E in Paris, Lorraine now works for a division of
the French Ministry of Culture that dedicates itself to the book trade.

 781529356779 • £9.99
9
B format Paperback • 288pp

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Selin Turhangil
Advance reading copies via Netgalley

eBook: 9781529356762 • £9.99

Translation Rights: Editions Héloïse
d’Ormesson

Exclusive territories:
World English Language

Serial Rights:
Hodder & Stoughton

Author lives in Paris, France. Author
is available for: interview, features,
festival appearances, local events.

#ABucketListToDieFor
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July 2021

Young Adult Fantasy . Fantasy

S IX CRIMSON CRANES
Elizabeth Lim

 n immersive fairytale retelling, by the
A
author of Spin the Dawn.

 n the morning of her betrothal, Princess Shiori’anma loses control of her forbidden
O
magic, catching the attention of her stepmother, Raikama. A sorceress in her own
right, Raikama banishes Shiori, turning her brothers into cranes, and warning her that
for every word that escapes her lips, one of her brothers will die. Penniless, voiceless
and alone, Shiori uncovers a dark conspiracy to seize the throne. Only Shiori can set
the kingdom to rights, but to do so she must embrace the magic she’s been taught all
her life to contain – no matter what it costs.
Elizabeth Lim grew up in the San Francisco Bay Area, where she was raised on a diet of fairy tales,

myths and songs. Before becoming an author, Elizabeth was a professional film and video game
composer, and still comes up with her best book ideas while writing near a piano. An alumna of
Harvard College and the Juilliard School, she resides in New York with her husband and two daughters.

 781529356557 • £14.99
9
Royal Hardback • 464pp

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

US Rights: Penguin Random House

Advance book proofs available on request

eBook: 9781529356564 • £14.99

Translation Rights:
Penguin Random House

Author lives in New York, USA.
Author available for: online events.

Royal Trade Paperback:
9781529356755 • £14.99
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Serial Rights: Penguin Random House

N @lizlim P @elimpix elizabethlim.com


July 2021

Thriller . Science Fiction . Time Travel

 HE 22 MURDERS OF
T
MADISON MAY
 Thrilling Speculative Psychological
A
Suspense About a Serial Killer Pursuing
His Victim Across Time and Space.

Max Barry
 rom the award-winning author
F
of Lexicon.

J ournalist Felicity Staples takes on the assignment to research Madison May’s
shocking murder, but the crime seems random and the suspect is in the wind. Until
Felicity spots the killer on the subway. Soon, Felicity senses her entire universe has
shifted, realising that in her pursuit of Madison’s killer she followed him into a different
dimension – one where her existence is altered. At first, she’s determined to return to
the reality she knows, but when Madison May is murdered again, Felicity decides she
must find the killer – and learns that she’s not the only one hunting him.
Max Barry is the author of six previous novels, including Aurealis Award winner Lexicon. He is also
the creator of the internet mini-phenomenon NationStates, an online political simulation game. He
lives in Melbourne, Australia, with his wife and two daughters. He is a cat person.

 781529352092 • £16.99
9
Royal Hardback • 352pp
eBook: 9781529352115 • £16.99
Audio download:
9781529352122 • £19.99
Royal Trade Paperback:
9781529352108 • £14.99

Most recent title: PROVIDENCE

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

Advance reading copies via Netgalley
Advance book proofs available on request

US Rights: Penguin Random House USA
Translation Rights: Penguin Random
House USA

Author lives in Melbourne, Australia.
Author is available for: interview, features.

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

#The22MurdersofMadisonMay

N @MaxBarry M MaxBarryOfficial maxbarry.com 9


July 2021

Young Adult Fantasy . Fantasy

FLASH FIRE
The Extraordinaries Book 2

TJ Klune

 he explosive sequel to
T
The Extraordinaries.

 ick landed himself the superhero boyfriend of his dreams, but with new heroes
N
arriving in Nova City it’s up to Nick and his friends to determine who is virtuous and
who is villainous. Which is a lot to handle for a guy who just wants to finish his selfinsert bakery AU fanfic.
Since being published, TJ Klune has won the Lambda Literary Award for Best Gay Romance, fought
off three lions that threatened to attack him and his village, and was chosen by Amazon as having
written one of the best GLBT books of 2011. And one of those things isn’t true. (It’s the lion thing. The
lion thing isn’t true.)

 781473693104 • 16.99
9
Royal Hardback • 368pp
eBook: 9781473693128 • £16.99
Audio download:
9781473693135 • £19.99
Royal Trade Paperback:
9781473693111 • £14.99
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Most recent title:
THE EXTRAORDINARIES

Publicity contact: Niamh Anderson

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

Author lives in Virginia, USA. Author
available for: online events.

US Rights: St. Martin’s Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin’s Press
Serial Rights: St. Martin’s Press

N @tjklune P @tjklunebooks tjklunebooks.com

Advance reading copies via Netgalley


July 2021

Contemporary Romance . Romantic Comedy . Workplace Romance

MAKE UP BREAK UP
Lily Menon

 he sparkling and heartfelt romantic
T
comedy debut from Lily Menon.

 nnika Dev believes in love and fairy-tale endings. Her app, Make Up, helps couples
A
believe in these things too. Hudson Craft believes in fast cars and high efficiency
break-ups. His app, Break Up, helps people expedite their failing relationships
– everything that Annika hates. Which wouldn’t be a problem if they’d gone their
separate ways after their summer fling. Unfortunately, they are both competing at the
prestigious EPIC investment pitch contest. As the two rivals clash, Annika finds that
she enjoys sparring with Hudson way too much. And that underneath his shallow
exterior, he might not be all that despicable . . .
Lily Menon has always loved romantic comedies. Her first love story, written at age nine, was

about a handsome young boy who wooed the heroine with books, chocolates and a fat puppy. Now
Lily lives with her own handsome boy in the mountains of Colorado. When she’s bored, Lily also
masquerades as New York Times bestselling YA author Sandhya Menon. Make Up Break Up is her first
adult romance.

 781529344271 • £8.99
9
B format Paperback • 336pp

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

US Rights: St. Martin’s Griffin

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

eBook: 9781529344264 • £14.99

Translation Rights: St Martin’s Press

Royal Trade Paperback:
9781529344257 • £14.99

Serial Rights: St Martin’s Press

Author lives in Monument, Colorado,
USA. Author is available for: online only.

N @smenonbooks

M lilymenonwrites P @sandhyamenonbooks lilymenon.com 11


December 2021

Epistolary . Romantic Comedy . Women’s Popular Fiction

L OVE, HOPE
Juliet Ann Conlin

 n uplifting epistolary novel
A
about overcoming loneliness
and finding happiness.

 ver since she first picked up a violin, Hope Sullivan dreamed of joining an orchestra
E
and travelling the world. But when her parents were killed in a car accident, she gave
it all up. Ten years later, Hope’s life is smaller and less musical than ever. Arnold
Quince had the happiest of lives – until he lost his wife Marion. Now, five years on, he
is sick, lonely and just counting down the years until he can be with her again. When
Hope and Arnold are pushed into writing to one another, neither has any idea how
much their life is about to change.
Juliet Ann Conlin grew up in England and Germany. She holds an MA in Creative Writing and

a PhD in Psychology. She works as a writer and translator and lives in Berlin. Her novels include
The Fractured Man (Cargo, 2013), The Uncommon Life of Alfred Warner in Six Days (Black & White
Publishing, 2017), The Lives Before Us (B&W, 2019) and Sisters of Berlin (B&W, 2020).

 781529354249 • £8.99
9
B format Paperback • 320pp

Exclusive territories: World

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

eBook: 9781529354256 • £8.99

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton



Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Author lives in Berlin, Germany. Author
is available for: interview, features,
festival appearances, local events.
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August 2021

Historical . Romance

T HE FAIR BOTANISTS
Sara Sheridan

 an one plant hold the key to
C
a thousand riches?

 822. Excitement has gripped Edinburgh, both at rumours of a royal visit and the
1
impending bloom of a rare plant in the Botanic Garden – an event that only occurs
once every few decades. When newly widowed Elizabeth arrives in the city, she
quickly finds solace in the beautiful Garden, and there makes a friend in Belle, a
vivacious young woman with a passion for the lucrative, dark art of perfume creation.
Belle is determined to keep the reason for her interest in the plant secret from her new
friend. But secrets don’t last long in this city. . .
Sara Sheridan is an Edinburgh-based writer of over 20 books including cosy crime noir mysteries
set in 1950s Britain and historical novels based on the real-life stories of late Georgian and early
Victorian explorers. She has also written non-fiction, as well as books for children. Sara has been
named one of the Saltire Society’s 365 most influential Scottish women, past and present.

 781529336207 • £16.99
9
Royal Hardback • 384pp

Exclusive territories: World

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper
Advance book proofs available on request

eBook: 9781529336238 • £16.99

US Rights:
Hodder & Stoughton

Audio download:
9781529336245 • £24.99

Translation Rights:
Hodder & Stoughton

Royal Trade Paperback:
9781529336214 • £14.99

Serial Rights:
Hodder & Stoughton

#TheFairBotanists

Author lives in Edinburgh, Scotland.
Author is available for: interview, features,
festival appearances, local events.

N @sarasheridan sarasheridan.com 13


August 2021

Historical Fiction . Occult & Supernatural Fiction . Literary Fiction

 HE INFERNAL RIDDLE
T
OF THOMAS PEACH
Nothing Is, As It Appears

Jas Treadwell
 masterful novel of necromancy,
A
secrets, and a world on the brink of
the modern age . . .

It is the year 1785, and a gentleman of modest means has left London for the
countryside, to look after his ailing wife. Among his new neighbours, tongues begin
to wag. Why does he keep a locked chest under the stairs? Is it really full of forbidden
books? And what exactly is the matter with his wife? For the most part, though, the
couple live in peace – until they are faced with the prospect of penury – and perhaps
worse. The gentleman rides out in search of some means to save himself. But fate
has other plans for Thomas Peach.
Jas Treadwell is – a phantom – a cipher – a mere NAME, assumed like a mask! and signifying,
nothing at all –

 781529347326 • £16.99
9
Royal Hardback • 464pp

Exclusive territories:
BCN inc Can, inc EU

eBook: 9781529347340 • £16.99

US Rights: Janklow & Nesbit

Audio download:
9781529347357 • £21.99

Translation Rights:
Janklow & Nesbit

Royal Trade Paperback:
9781529347333 • £14.99

Serial Rights:
Hodder & Stoughton
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Publicity contact: Steven Cooper
Advance book proofs available on request
Author lives in London, W4, UK.
Author is available for: events
and signings to be confirmed.


August 2021

Science Fiction . Space Opera

T HE SECOND REBEL
Linden A Lewis

 he thrilling second instalment in
T
The First Sister series.

 strid has reclaimed her name and her voice, and now seeks to bring down the
A
Sisterhood from within. Meanwhile, Hiro seeks to bring a dangerous ally into the
rebellion and Lito continues to grow into his role as a lead revolutionary. Back on
Venus, Lito’s sister Lucinia must carry on after her brother’s disappearance . . . until an
Aster revolutionary shows up with news about her brother’s fate, and an opportunity
to join the fight.
Linden A Lewis is a queer writer and world wanderer currently living in Madrid with a couple of

American cats who have little kitty passports. Tall and tattooed, Linden exists only because society
has stopped burning witches.

 781529386950 • 16.99
9
Royal Hardback • 352pp

Exclusive territories:
BCN ex Can, ex EU

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

eBook: 9781529386981 • £16.99

US Rights: Simon & Schuster

Audio download:
9781529386974 • £19.99

Translation Rights:
Simon & Schuster

Royal Trade Paperback:
9781529386967 • £14.99

Serial Rights:
Simon & Schuster

Advance reading copies via NetGalley

N @lindenalewis

Author lives in Madrid, Spain. Author
available for: online events.

P @lindenalewis lindenalewis.com
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September 2021

Fantasy . Young Adult Fantasy

T HE HOLLOW HEART
Marie Rutkoski

 he heart-stopping conclusion to the
T
Forgotten Gods duology.

© Stephen Scott Gross

 fter Nirrim offered her heart to the God of Thieves to restore her people’s memories,
A
she rejected the person she loved most, Sid, who returned home to Herran. Now, in
the Herrani court, there are rumours of a threat rising across the sea: a cruel, blackhaired queen. Sid doesn’t know that this is Nirrim, who seeks revenge against a
world that has wronged her. Can Sid save Nirrim from herself? Does Nirrim want to be
saved? As war begins, Sid and Nirrim find that it might not matter what they want . . .
for the gods have their own plans.
Marie Rutkoski is the author of the Winner’s Trilogy, The Kronos Chronicles and The Shadow

Society. Rutkoski is currently a professor at Brooklyn College, where she teaches Renaissance Drama,
children’s literature and creative writing. She lives in Brooklyn, New York.

 781529357516 • 16.99
9
Royal Hardback • 400pp

Exclusive territories:
BCN ex Can, ex EU

eBook: 9781529357530 • £16.99

US Rights: Macmillan Publishers

Audio download:
9781529341270 • £19.99

Translation Rights:
Macmillan Publishers

Royal Trade Paperback:
9781529357523 • £14.99

Serial Rights:
Macmillan Publishers
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P @marierutkoski marierutkoski.com

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan
Advance reading copies via NetGalley
Author lives in New York, USA.
Author available for: online events.


September 2021

Fantasy . Science Fiction . YA SFF

THE GREAT TROLL WAR
The Last Dragonslayer Chronicles

Jasper Fforde

 he final instalment of the
T
Last Dragonslayer Chronicles,
demonstrating that with a small band
of committed followers, a large tin of
resolve and steely determination, almost
anything can be achieved . . .
© Mari Roberts

 ixteen-year-old Jennifer Strange and her rebels have been driven to the tip of
S
Cornwall by the Troll invasion. Their one defence is a six-foot-wide trench full of
buttons, something that the Trolls find unaccountably terrifying (it’s their clickiness).
Worse than being eaten by Trolls is the prospect of the Mighty Shandar requisitioning
the Quarkbeast and using him to achieve supreme power and domination – which will
ultimately leave the Earth a cold cinder, devoid of all life. Nothing has ever looked so
bleak, but Jennifer must find a way to vanquish the most powerful wizard the world
has ever seen.
Jasper Fforde spent 20 years in the film business before debuting on the New York Times bestseller
list with The Eyre Affair in 2001. Since then he has written another 12 novels, including the Number
One Sunday Times bestseller One of our Thursdays is Missing, and the Last Dragonslayer series,
adapted for television by Sky. Fforde lives and works in his adopted nation of Wales.

 781444799934 • £14.99
9
B format Hardback • 416pp
eBook: 9781444799958 • £14.99
Audio download:
9781529341287 • £19.99
Demy Trade Paperback:
9781444799941 • £14.99

#TheGreatTrollWar

Most recent title: THE EYE OF
ZOLTAR, BOOK 3 IN THE LAST
DRAGONSLAYER SERIES
Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU
US Rights: HMH
Translation Rights:
Janklow & Nesbit UK Ltd

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton
Publicity contact: Steven Cooper
Advance book proofs available on request
Author lives in Hay-on-Wye, Wales.
Author is available for: interview, features,
festival appearances, local events.

N @jasperfforde M jasperffordebooks P @jasperfforde jasperfforde.com 17


September 2021

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post c .1945)

T HE GIFT
Alan Titchmarsh

 he new novel from bestselling
T
national treasure Alan Titchmarsh.

 ver since he can remember, Adam Gabriel has known he is different. He has a gift:
E
when he touches the sick or suffering, be they man or beast, they are healed. In days
of old those possessed of such powers were labelled witches and burned at the
stake. Today they are called charlatans or frauds. All Adam knows is that he seems to
be able to make a difference. But there are those who would take advantage of a lad
with such miraculous abilities but no interest in fame or fortune.
Alan Titchmarsh is known to millions through his career as a television presenter of shows including

Ground Force and Gardeners’ World. He has written more than 40 gardening books, as well as eight
best-selling novels and three volumes of memoir. He was made MBE in the millennium New Year
Honours list and holds the Victoria Medal of Honour, the Royal Horticultural Society’s highest award. He
lives with his wife and a menagerie of animals in Hampshire where he gardens organically.

 781473659063 • £20.00
9
Royal Hardback • 352pp
eBook: 9781473659087 • £20.00
Audio download:
9781473659346 • £21.99
Royal Trade Paperback:
9781473659070 • £14.99
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Most recent title:
THE SCARLET NIGHTINGALE
Exclusive territories: World
US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton
Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton
Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

N @TitchmarshShow 

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt
Advance reading copies via Netgalley
Author lives in Hampshire, UK. Author
is available for: interview, features,
festival appearances, local events.


September 2021

Fantasy . Young Adult Fantasy

 NCE UPON A
O
BROKEN HEART
Stephanie Garber

 magical new novel, set in the
A
Caraval universe.

 hen Evangeline Fox learns that the love of her life is about to marry another, her
W
heart breaks in two. Desperate and distraught, she offers the charismatic, but wicked,
Prince of Hearts whatever he wishes in exchange for his help to stop the wedding. His
request: three kisses. At first, it seems simple enough, but Evangeline quickly learns
that bargaining with a Fate is a dangerous game, and could cost her far more than
she intended. For the prince has plans for Evangeline, plans that will either end in the
greatest happily ever after, or in the most exquisite tragedy. . .
Stephanie Garber wanted to be an explorer until she realised most of the world had already been

discovered. So she started creating her own worlds, which is why she now writes imaginative fiction.
When she’s not writing, Stephanie teaches creative writing at a private college in northern California.

 781529380903 • 16.99
9
Royal Hardback • 384pp

Most recent title: FINALE

eBook: 9781529380958 • £16.99
Audio download:
9781529380927 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU
US Rights: Macmillan Publishers
Translation Rights:
Macmillan Publishers

Royal Trade Paperback:
9781529380910 • £14.99

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan
Advance book proofs available on request
Author lives in California, USA. Author
is available for: online events.

Serial Rights: Macmillan Publishers

#ouabh

M StephanieGarber.Author P @stephanie_garber stephaniegarberauthor.com 19


November 2021

Adult & Contemporary Romance . Christmas

T HE HOLIDAY SWAP
Maggie Knox

 he festive romantic-comedy debut
T
from bestselling author dream
team Maggie Knox.

When chef Charlie Goodwin gets hit on the head on the L.A. set of her reality baking
show, she loses a lot more than consciousness; she also loses her ability to taste and
smell - both critical to her success as show judge. Meanwhile, Charlie's identical twin,
Cass, is frantically trying to hold her own life together back in their quaint mountain
hometown while running the family's bustling bakery and dealing with her ex, who
won't get the memo that they're over. With only days until Christmas, a desperate
Charlie asks Cass to do something they haven't done since they were kids: switch
places. But temporarily trading lives proves more complicated than they imagined . . .
Karma Brown is an award-winning journalist and bestselling author of five bestselling novels. Karma
lives just outside Toronto with her husband, daughter, and a labradoodle named Fred.
Marissa Stapley is the internationally bestselling author of three commercial women’s fiction novels,
Mating for Life, Things to Do When It’s Raining and The Last Resort. She lives in Toronto with her family
and a precocious black cat named Oscar.

 781529356366 • £8.99
9
B format Paperback • 352pp

Exclusive territories:
BCN ex Can, inc EU

eBook: 9781529356373 • £8.99

US Rights: Penguin Random House USA

Audio download:
9781529356380 • £19.99

Translation Rights:
Penguin Random House USA
Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton
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N @maggieknoxbooks P @maggieknoxbooks

Publicity contact: Niamh Anderson

Advance
reading copies via Netgalley
Advance book proofs available on request
Author lives in Toronto, Canada. Author
is available for: interview, features,
festival appearances, local events.


October 2021

Young Adult Fantasy

LITTLE THIEVES
Margaret Owen

 new fantasy by Margaret Owen,
A
author of The Merciful Crow.

 nce upon a time, a beautiful princess was betrothed to the prince of a faraway
O
kingdom. When she left for her new home, her mother gave her a maid for a
companion. But instead of serving the princess, the maid stole her place. For a year
the princess toiled away like a common goose girl, while the maid lived high in the
palace, fooling the kingdom. But the truth came out. The princess took back her
name, her crown, and her husband, and the imposter died for her crimes. Then one
day, the maid told her own story. . .
Margaret Owen was born and raised at the end of the Oregon Trail, and now lives and writes in

Seattle while negotifating a long-term hostage situation with her two monstrous cats. In her free time,
she enjoys exploring ill-advised travel destinations, drawing a lot of nonsense, and raising money for
social justice nonprofits.

 781529381696 • 14.99
9
Royal Hardback • 512pp

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

US Rights: Macmillan US

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

eBook: 9781529381719 • £14.99

Translation Rights: Macmillan US

Royal Trade Paperback:
9781529381702 • £14.99

Author lives in Seattle, USA.

Serial Rights: Macmillan US
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N @what_eats_owls P @what_eats_owls margaret-owen.com
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October 2021

Fantasy . Young Adult Fantasy

T HE GILDED CAGE
Lynette Noni

 he magical sequel to
T
The Prison Healer.

 iva Meridan survived Zalindov prison and the Trial by Ordeal. Now Kiva’s only
K
purpose is to destroy the people responsible for ruining her family’s lives. But as she
settles into her new life, soon it’s not just her enemies she’s keeping secrets from,
but her own family as well. Kiva’s allegiances are more important than ever, but she’s
beginning to question where they truly lie. To survive this time, she’ll have to navigate
a complicated web of lies or she could lose everything . . .
Lynette Noni is Australia’s Number One YA fiction author. After studying journalism, academic

writing and human behaviour at university, she finally ventured into the world of fiction. She is now
a full-time writer and the bestselling author of the six-book young adult fantasy series, The Medoran
Chronicles, as well as a second bestselling and award-winning series called Whisper.
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October 2021

Sagas . Historical Romance . First World War Fiction

T HE BOBBY GIRLS’ WAR
The Bobby Girls Book 4

Johanna Bell

 gritty, uplifting saga for fans of Dilly
A
Court, Daisy Styles and Call the Midwife.

© Mark Hewitson

 916. Poppy has been transferred to a giant new munitions complex in Gretna. As
1
a member of the Women’s Police Service, it’s her job to maintain law and order so
that the factory workers can safely carry out their vital war work. She soon makes
friends, and even starts to open herself up to the possibility of love. But then she sees
something in the dead of night, and suddenly the dangers of the war are no longer
far away on distant shores. With the enemy hot on her heels and no idea who to trust,
can Poppy save herself – and avert disaster for her country?
Johanna Bell is a freelance journalist living in Surrey with her husband, daughter and dog. She

developed a passion for learning about the wars after chatting to her granddad about his experiences
in World War Two.
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August 2021

Contemporary Romance . Historical Fiction . Christmas Holiday Fiction

T HIS YEAR, MAYBE
Jenny Gladwell

 wo broken hearts.
T
One magical time of year.

 ate is a successful interior designer with two wonderful kids. Kate is also a recent
K
widow, a grieving daughter and worrying about paying the bills. Her life might look
perfect from the outside, but making things look better than they are is just how Kate
copes. Her mother, Jean, is worried – but she has her own problems. A mystery from
the past has come back to haunt her, and she decides now is the time to put the
pieces together. When romance makes an appearance in both their lives, can they lay
the past to rest – and begin again?
Jenny Gladwell is a pen name for Genevieve Herr. Genevieve was born and grew up in London and

began working in publishing after university. She studied for a creative writing MA alongside her job as
a children’s book editor at Scholastic, and her dissertation was awarded the Sophie Warne Memorial
essay prize for outstanding emerging writer. Genevieve lives in Scotland with her family.
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October 2021

Fantasy . Young Adult Fantasy

 INGDOM OF THE
K
CURSED
Kerri Maniscalco

 he thrilling and devastating sequel
T
to Kingdom of the Wicked.

Kerri Maniscalco grew up in a semi-haunted house outside NYC where her fascination with gothic
settings began. In her spare time she reads everything she can get her hands on, cooks all kinds of
food with her family and friends, and drinks entirely too much tea while discussing life's finer points
with her cats.
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October 2021

Sagas . Romance . 20th Century Fiction

A VALLEY DREAM
Backshaw Moss Book 1

Anna Jacobs

 he first instalment in the latest
T
series from one of saga’s most
beloved authors.

 935. At 36, Bella Porter is dependent on her abusive cousin Thomas, so when a
1
kind relative leaves her a house in the village of Backshaw Moss, she grasps this
chance of a new start in Lancashire. There she meets struggling, widowed father-ofthree Ryan, and begins to hope she may have finally found the happy family she’s
always dreamed of. But when Thomas follows her, determined to get his hands on
her inheritance, not only is Bella’s newfound happiness threatened, but also her life.
Can her new friends help her rid herself of her tormenter once and for all and finally
achieve her valley dream?
Anna Jacobs grew up in Lancashire and emigrated to Australia, but still visits the UK regularly to see
her family and do research, something she loves. She is the bestselling author of over 90 novels and
has won and been shortlisted for several awards. She likes to write romantic and family stories with
happy endings.
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November 2021

Fantasy . Young Adult Fantasy

JADE FIRE GOLD
June C L Tan

 young adult fantasy inspired by
A
East Asian mythology and folk tales.

In order to save her grandmother from a cult of dangerous priests, a peasant girl
cursed with the power to steal souls enters a tenuous alliance with an exiled prince
bent on taking back the Dragon Throne. The pair must learn to trust each other but
are haunted by their pasts – and the true nature of her dark magic.
June C L Tan writes science fiction and fantasy inspired by her childhood in multicultural Singapore

where she was raised on a diet of classic books and wuxia movies, caffeine and congee. When she is
not writing, she can be found wandering the streets of New York City in search of everyday mysteries
and miracles.
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November 2021

Fantasy . Young Adult Fantasy

T HE RIGHTEOUS
Renée Ahdieh

The finale to The Beautiful.

© Crystal Stokes

 ippa Montrose is tired of losing everything she loves. When her best friend Celine
P
disappears under mysterious circumstances, Pippa resolves to find her, even if the
journey takes her into the dangerous world of the fae, where she might find more than
she bargained for in the charismatic Arjun Desai.
Renée Ahdieh is the Number One New York Times bestselling author of The Wrath and the Dawn

series and The Flame in the Mist series. The first few years of her life were spent in a high-rise in
South Korea; consequently, Renée enjoys having her head in the clouds. She lives in Charlotte, North
Carolina, with her husband and their tiny overlord of a dog.
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November 2021

Romance . Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post c 1945 . Pets

SAYING GOODBYE
TO TUESDAY
Chrissie Manby

 funny and heart-warming new novel
A
from bestselling author Chrissie Manby.

© Michael Pilkington

Stupendo knows he is a very lucky dog. His life with Tuesday and baby William is the
best he could dream of. But what Stupendo doesn’t know is that last week he was
killed by a car outside his home. And no one knows why Stupendo has remained
behind on earth, invisible to humans, yet unable to move on. Slowly coming to terms
with his recent death, Stupendo realises it’s never too late to learn some new truths.
Like why so many of the humans in his neighbourhood aren’t as happy as they could
be. Or what really happened to cause the accident on the night he died . . .
Chrissie Manby is the author of 25 romantic comedies including A Proper Family Holiday and

The Matchbreaker. She was raised in Gloucester, in the west of England, and now lives in London.
Contrary to the popular conception of chick-lit writers, she is such a bad home-baker that her own
father threatened to put her last creation on www.cakewrecks.com. She is, however, partial to white
wine and shoes she can’t walk in.
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November 2021

Romantic Comedy . Contemporary . Holiday

 TARS ALIGN IN FERRY
S
LANE MARKET
Ferry Lane Market Book 2

Nicola May
 he second in internationally
T
bestselling phenomenon Nicola
May’s brand new series.

When Star Bligh got pregnant at sixteen, she thought her life was over. Now thirtythree, mother to Skye and owner of the jewellery stall in Ferry Lane Market in
Hartmouth, Cornwall, she wouldn’t change a thing about it. Well, maybe one: she
can’t get American visitor Jack out of her head – until handsome, roguish Conor
sweeps her off her feet. But then one day, Star is shocked to bump into Jack once
more. As things get more complicated with her love life, another revelation threatens
to turn the lovely world she has built for her and Skye upside down. But could this be
the one thing that might make it complete?
Nicola May is a rom-com superstar. She is the author of a dozen novels, all of which have appeared
in the Kindle bestseller charts. The Corner Shop in Cockleberry Bay spent 11 weeks at the top of the
Kindle bestseller chart and was the overall bestselling fiction ebook of 2019 across the whole UK
market. Her books have been translated into 12 languages.
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November 2021

Fantasy . Young Adult Fantasy . Historical Fantasy

O UR VIOLENT ENDS
Chloe Gong



© Jon Studio

 he heartstopping follow up to These Violent Delights, an imaginative, alluring retelling
T
of Romeo and Juliet set in 1920s Shanghai.
Chloe Gong is a student at the University of Pennsylvania, studying English and international relations.
During her breaks, she’s either at home in New Zealand or visiting her many relatives in Shanghai.
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November 2021

Sagas . Romance . World War I

 POST OFFICE
A
CHRISTMAS
The Post Office Girls Book 2

Poppy Cooper
 he second in a lively, uplifting
T
new WW1 saga series.

 915. With Christmas approaching, the Post Office Girls’ job of getting millions of
1
letters and parcels to the troops on the front line is more important than ever. Then
Milly is moved to a different department, away from Beth and Nora. Feeling lonely, she
turns to her local suffragette group for company and solace. But soon, Milly discovers
that her new friends might not be what they seem. As she is drawn into a deadly plot
that could affect the outcome of the war, can her old friends help her get back on
track, and scupper the plan in time for Christmas?
Poppy Cooper is the pen name of author Kirsten Hesketh. She was born in London but spent much

of her childhood in Kuala Lumpur. Since being back in the UK she has lived in Henley on Thames. Her
first novel, Another Us (Canelo), was published in 2020.
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December 2021

Second World War . Romance .Northern Ireland

 HE ZOOKEEPER OF
T
BELFAST
S Kirk Walsh

 ased on an incredible true
B
story of love, hope and triumph
over adversity.

 941. With the men away fighting, Hettie Quin is made Belfast Zoo’s first ever female
1
zookeeper. She is put in charge of Violet, a three-year-old Indian elephant, and they
soon form a special bond. With Violet at her side, Hettie can almost escape the grim
reality of her life: the father who has abandoned her family; the sister who recently
died; the war that’s raging hundreds of miles away. But the devastation of war is
closer than she thought. When the bombs begin to rain down on the city, Hettie must
gather all her courage to protect those she loves the most. Can she save Violet – and
get through unscathed herself?
S Kirk Walsh is a writer living in Austin, Texas. Her work has been widely published in The New York

Times Book Review, Longreads, StoryQuarterly and Electric Literature, among other publications. Over
the years, she has been a resident at Ucross, Yaddo, Ragdale and Virginia Center for the Creative
Arts. Walsh is the founder of Austin Bat Cave, a writing and tutoring centre that provides free writing
workshops for young writers throughout Austin.
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August 2021

Thriller & Suspense . Crime

BILLY SUMMERS
Stephen King

 tephen King’s gripping and
S
compelling novel about a contract
killer, an ex-marine, with one last
payday to earn before he retires.

 illy Summers is a man in a room with a gun. He’s a killer for hire and the best in
B
the business. But he’ll do the job only if the target is a truly bad guy. And now Billy
wants out. But first there is one last hit. Billy is among the best snipers in the world, a
decorated Iraq war vet, a Houdini when it comes to vanishing after the job is done. So
what could possibly go wrong?
How about everything.
Stephen King is the author of more than 60 books, all worldwide bestsellers. His recent titles include
The Institute, which was described by the Sunday Express as a ‘masterpiece’, The Outsider (voted
winner of the Goodreads Choice Award for best Mystery and Thriller 2018), and If It Bleeds. Many of
his titles have been turned into celebrated films, TV series and streamed events including IT, ‘a book
which speaks to everybody’ (Guardian), Rita Hayworth and Shawshank Redemption and Stand By Me.
He lives with his wife Tabitha King in Maine.
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July 2021

Crime Thrillers & Mystery

T HE NAMELESS ONES
 Charlie Parker Thriller: 18. From the
A
Bestselling Author of The Dirty South

John Connolly

 ngel and Louis move centre-stage
A
in this heart-pounding new Charlie
Parker thriller.

In Amsterdam, four people are butchered in a canal house, their remains arranged
around the crucified form of their patriarch, De Jaager: fixer, go-between, and
confidante of the assassin named Louis. The men responsible for the murders are
Serbian war criminals. They believe they can escape retribution by retreating to their
homeland. They are wrong. For Louis has come to Europe to hunt them down: five
killers to be found and punished before they can vanish into the east. There is only
one problem. The sixth.
John Connolly is the Number One bestselling author of the Charlie Parker mysteries, he: A Novel,

The Book of Lost Things, the Samuel Johnson novels for young adults and, with his partner, Jennifer
Ridyard, co-author of The Chronicles of the Invaders series. He was the winner of the 2016 CWA Short
Story Dagger for ‘On the Anatomization of an Unknown Man (1637) by Frans Mier’ from Night Music:
Nocturnes Vol 2.
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August 2021

Thrillers . Suspense . Psychological

T HE DARK
Emma Haughton

 ne dead body. Twelve suspects.
O
Twenty-four-hour darkness.

 &E doctor Kate North has been knocked off course by a personal tragedy. Offered
A
the chance to be an emergency replacement at a research station in Antarctica,
she immediately accepts. The previous doctor, Jean-Luc, died in a tragic accident
out on the ice. But as total darkness descends for the winter, she begins to suspect
that Jean-Luc’s death was murder. And the more questions she asks, the more
dangerous it becomes. In the harshest environment – isolated from the rest of the
world – there’s a killer on the loose . . .
Emma Haughton grew up in Sussex, studied English at Oxford and worked as a journalist for

several national newspapers, including The Times Travel section. Emma has written several non-fiction
books for schools as well as YA thrillers. This is her first crime novel.
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July 2021

Mystery & Detective . Thrillers . Historical

T HE DYING DAY
Malabar House Book 2

Vaseem Khan

 priceless manuscript.
A
A missing scholar.
A trail of riddles . . .

 ombay, 1950. India’s first female police detective, Persis Wadia, is summoned to
B
the 150-year-old Bombay Royal Asiatic Society. The society’s preeminent treasure, a
priceless manuscript of Dante’s Divine Comedy, has vanished, as has the society’s
head curator, William Huxley, an Englishman with a passion for Indian history. Persis
soon uncovers a series of murders, and a trail of tantalising coded clues that lead her
into the dark heart of conspiracy.
Vaseem Khan is the author of two crime series set in India: the Baby Ganesh Agency series and

the Malabar House series. His debut, The Unexpected Inheritance of Inspector Chopra, was a Times
bestseller and has been translated into 15 languages. In 2018, he was awarded the Eastern Eye Arts,
Culture and Theatre Award for Literature. Vaseem works with crime scientists at UCL.
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July 2021

Thrillers . Suspense . Action & Adventure

FAST TRACK
Spider Shepherd Book 18

Stephen Leather

 he new nail-biting thriller in the
T
Spider Shepherd series.

The latest exciting book in the bestselling Spider Shepherd series.
Stephen Leather is one of the UK’s most successful thriller writers, an ebook and Sunday Times

bestseller and author of the critically acclaimed Dan ‘Spider’ Shepherd series and the Jack Nightingale
supernatural detective novels. Before becoming a novelist, he was a journalist for more than 10 years.
His bestsellers have been translated into 15 languages and he has also written for television.
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July 2021

Thriller . Suspense . Horror & Ghost Stories

HOME BEFORE DARK
‘Clever, twisty, spine-chilling’ Ruth Ware

Riley Sager

 tense and thrilling haunted house
A
story for the modern day from a
bestselling author.

 aggie Holt has inherited Baneberry Hall after her father’s death, a house made
M
famous by her father’s bestselling horror memoir. She was too young to remember
any of the events mentioned in the book. But she doesn’t believe a word of it.
However, when she returns to Baneberry Hall to prepare it for sale, people from the
pages of her father’s book lurk in the shadows, and locals aren’t thrilled that their
small town has been made infamous. As days pass, Maggie begins to believe that
what her father wrote was more fact than fiction. And that she might be in danger all
over again . . .
Riley Sager is the pseudonym of a former journalist, editor and graphic designer who previously

published mysteries under his real name. Now a full-time author, Riley’s first thriller, Final Girls, was
a national and international bestseller that has been sold in 25 languages. A film version is being
developed by Universal Pictures and Anonymous Content. A native of Pennsylvania, he now lives in
Princeton, New Jersey.
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July 2021

Crime . Thrillers . Suspense

T HE DOLL
Freyja and Huldar Book 5

Yrsa Sigurðardóttir

 missing girl. A serial killer.
A
And a mysterious, terrifying doll.

 n a quiet fishing trip, a mother and daughter reel in an unexpected catch: a terrifying
O
doll, which the daughter begs to keep. That evening, the mother posts the doll’s
picture online. By morning, she is dead, and the doll has disappeared. Years later,
Detective Huldar seeks psychologist Freyja’s help to investigate the murder of a
homeless drug addict, while Freyja tracks a suspected case of child abuse. Soon they
realise that the cases are linked through a single, missing, vulnerable witness: the girl
who wanted the doll all those years ago . . .
Yrsa Sigurðardóttir was born in Reykjavik, Iceland, and works as a civil engineer. She made her

crime fiction debut in 2005 with Last Rituals, the first instalment in the Thóra Gudmundsdóttir series,
which has been translated into more than 30 languages. The Legacy, the first novel in the Freyja and
Huldar series, won the Icelandic Crime Fiction Award. All of her books have been highly acclaimed
European bestsellers.
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August 2021

Horror . Crime . Mystery & Detective

C HASING THE
BOOGEYMAN
Richard Chizmar

 fictional true crime story, set in
A
small-town USA, from long-time
Stephen King collaborator
Richard Chizmar.

 ummer 1988. Girls go missing in a small Maryland town, then their mutilated bodies
S
are found. For a once peaceful suburban community, it feels like a nightmare without
end. Recent graduate Richard Chizmar has just returned to his hometown. In the
midst of preparing for his wedding and beginning his writing career, he finds himself in
a real-life horror story. A clever, terrifying work of metafiction, Chasing the Boogeyman
is the ultimate marriage between horror fiction and true crime. Chizmar’s ‘brilliant . . .
and immediately poignant’ writing (Sunday Times bestseller C.J. Tudor) will haunt you
long after the final page.
Richard Chizmar co-wrote Gwendy’s Button Box with Stephen King. His fiction has appeared in

dozens of publications including Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine. He has won two World Fantasy
Awards, four international Horror Guild Awards, and the HWA’s Board of Trustee’s Award. His
third short story collection, A Long December, was published to starred reviews and was featured
in Entertainment Weekly.
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August 2021

Short Stories . Thriller & Suspense

 HE WOMAN IN THE
T
BLUE CLOAK AND
OTHER STORIES
Deon Meyer
 hort stories and an acclaimed novella
S
from South Africa’s king of crime fiction.

© Guido Schwarz

 he brilliant two-time-frame novella The Woman in the Blue Cloak has not appeared
T
before in mass-market paperback. It is joined here by several shorter stories,
published for the first time in book form.
The title story features Meyer’s much-loved detective Benny Griessel at a key moment
in his relationship with his new love, Alexa.
Deon Meyer lives near Cape Town in South Africa. His big passions are motorcycling, music,

reading, cooking and rugby. In January 2008 he retired from his day job as a consultant on brand
strategy for BMW Motorrad, and is now a full time author. Deon Meyer’s books have attracted
worldwide critical acclaim and a growing international fanbase. Originally written in Afrikaans, they
have now been translated into 28 languages.
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August 2021

Domestic Suspense . Psychological Thrillers . Crime & Mystery

T HE COURIER
Holly Down

 he sees much more than
S
you think . . .

 ive years ago, Laurel Lovejoy had a high-powered city job, a loving husband, a
F
perfect daughter. Now, she is 40 and alone, and working for a courier service. But she
has discovered that being a delivery driver makes her invisible; people accept her
presence without question. She becomes increasingly fascinated by the residents of
Paradise Found, an exclusive gated cul-de-sac. She sometimes even finds her way
there when she’s not working – everyone needs a hobby. Then one day Laurel sees
something in one of the houses. Something that blows her whole world apart, and will
have devastating consequences for everyone involved . . .
Holly Down studied PPE at New College, Oxford, and later became a solicitor. She began writing as
a hobby at law school, along with hot yoga and marathon running; only the writing has continued. In
2016, Holly undertook a writing course at City University. She and her family live in North London. The
Courier is her debut novel.
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August 2021

Espionage & Spy Thriller . Political . Legal Thriller

T HE SABOTEUR
Simon Conway

 stunning, apocalyptic standalone
A
sequel to The Stranger.

© Dai Baker

 errorist Guy Fowle has escaped from prison. Jude Lyon of MI6 has been saved
T
from a Syrian ambush by his lover – and enemy? – Julia Ermolaeva. A mysterious
Russian has been murdered in London and his thumb cut off. The Chancellor of
the Exchequer has made an unfortunate social connection at a party. These are
the jigsaw pieces Jude needs to put together, and quickly, because someone is
activating a terrifying Russian plan to disable and destroy the UK. Bad enough if that
someone is the Russian government. Worse if it is the psychopathic genius Fowle,
aka The Stranger.
Simon Conway is a former British Army officer and international aid worker. He has cleared

landmines and the other debris of war across the world. As Co-Chair of the Cluster Munition Coalition
he successfully campaigned to achieve an international ban on cluster bombs. He is a director at The
HALO Trust, coordinating the charity’s response to the urbanisation of warfare and growing use of
improvised explosive devices. His novel A Loyal Spy won the CWA Steel Dagger.
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August 2021

Historical Fiction . Historical Mystery

T HE GOOD DEATH
S D Sykes

 he violent, poignant story of
T
how Oswald de Lacy came to be
lord of Somershill.

 swald de Lacy, Lord of Somershill, sits at his mother’s deathbed. Before she dies, he
O
must make a confession. He needs to tell of the days when he was 18 years old, the
third, disregarded son of the family, sent off to become a monk, working in the infirmary
while plague raged outside the monastery. Of how he was sent to a nearby village and
witnessed the death of a local girl, and how he swore to investigate . . . and how he was
drawn into a crime so dark and terrifying, it haunts him – and his family – still.
S D Sykes lives in Kent with her husband. She is a graduate of Manchester University and has an MA

in Writing from Sheffield Hallam. She attended the novel writing course at literary agents Curtis Brown,
where she was inspired to finish her first novel. ‘Sykes can be described as the “medieval C J Sansom.”
Off-the-charts imaginative and breathtaking.’ (Sunday Times bestselling author Jeffery Deaver)
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August 2021

Crime & Thriller . Cosy . Police Procedural

 HE MADNESS OF
T
CROWDS
Chief Inspector Gamache Novel Book 17

Louise Penny
 he incredible new book in the
T
#1 bestselling Chief Inspector
Gamache series.

 hen Chief Inspector Armand Gamache is asked to provide crowd control at a
W
statistics lecture given at the Université de l’Estrie in Quebec, he is dubious. Why ask
the head of homicide to provide security for a lecture? But dangerous ideas about who
deserves to live in order for society to thrive are rapidly gaining popularity, fuelled by
the research of the eminent Professor Abigail Robinson. When a murder is committed
days after the lecture, Gamache must put his own feelings about the divisive Professor
to one side – especially as the case leads unexpectedly close to home . . .
Louise Penny is the #1 New York Times and Globe and Mail bestselling author of the Chief Inspector
Armand Gamache novels. She has won numerous awards, including a CWA Dagger and the Agatha
Award (five times) and was a finalist for the Edgar Award for Best Novel. She lives in a small village
south of Montréal.
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September 2021

Thrillers . Suspense . Police Procedural

A MATTER OF TIME
DI Birch Book 4

Claire Askew

 ne day. One woman. One chance to get
O
everyone out alive.

© Lewis Khan

 t 8am, the first shots are fired. At 1pm, the police establish the gunman has a
A
hostage. By 5pm, a siege is underway. At 9pm, DI Helen Birch walks, alone and
unarmed, into an abandoned Borders farmhouse to negotiate with the killer. A Matter
of Time is an outstanding new novel from the highly acclaimed author of All the
Hidden Truths and What You Pay For – both shortlisted for the CWA Gold Dagger.
Claire Askew is an award-winning poet and novelist. Her debut novel, All the Hidden Truths, won the
Lucy Cavendish Fiction Prize as a work in progress and the 2019 McIlvanney Prize for Scottish Crime
Debut of the Year, and was selected as a Times Crime Book of the Month. She has been shortlisted
for the CWA Gold Dagger twice. She lives in Edinburgh.
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June 2021

Thrillers . Suspense . Crime . Mystery & Detective

T HE REFUGE
 he Must-Read Bestselling Suspense
T
Novel of the Year

Jérôme Loubry

An international bestseller hailed as
'terribly addictive'.

Sandrine is asked to empty her late grandmother’s house on a small island near the
Normandy coast. She soon discovers that its elderly inhabitants haven’t left the island
since their arrival as children during World War II. Sandrine can tell they are terrified
of someone, or something. Yet, they refuse to leave the island. What happened to the
children from the holiday camp which was suddenly shut down in 1949? And who was
Sandrine’s grandmother, really?
After working in London for many years, Jérôme Loubry moved to the South of France, where he
still lives and works. Born in 1976, he grew up in a village famous for its book printing business, and
his aunt, who worked there, made sure he grew up surrounded by books.
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September 2021

Thrillers . Suspense . Romance Historical American

BLIND TIGER
Sandra Brown

Number One New York Times bestselling
author Sandra Brown returns with a new
sexy suspense thriller set in 1920s Texas.

© Ryan Brown

 920, Texas. With World War One over and Prohibition beginning, soldier Thatcher
1
Hutton returns home to a country unlike the one he left behind. He is eager to resume
his pre-war life as a cowboy, but when he is caught up in a local crime along the way,
he must gain the sheriff’s trust to clear his name. Laurel Plummer has suffered enough
tragedies for a lifetime. Now left to fend for herself, she vows never to be beholden to
a man again. But honourable sources of income are scarce, and she must rely on her
knowledge of peddling illegal whiskey. She becomes taken with the new boy in town,
but getting too close to someone in the company of the sheriff risks her livelihood . . .
Sandra Brown is the author of numerous New York Times bestselling thrillers. She lives in
Arlington, Texas.
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September 2021

Crime & Thriller . Suspense . Domestic

T HE LAST GUESTS
J P Pomare

 hey stayed in your home.
T
Now they’ve found your secrets . . .

© Leah Jing McIntosh

 ina and Cain don’t make it out to their holiday home on Lake Tarawera as often as
L
they’d like, so when Cain suggests they rent the property out on weekends, Lina
reluctantly agrees. But both Lina and Cain have been keeping secrets, secrets that
won't be kept out by a new alarm system or a locked cupboard. When strange things
begin happening on their property, and a visit takes a deadly turn, Lina becomes
convinced that someone out there knows something they shouldn't – and that when
they come for her, there will be nowhere left to hide.
J P Pomare is the award-winning, critically acclaimed writer of Call Me Evie, which was longlisted for
the Ngaio Marsh Award, and In the Clearing. He was born in New Zealand and resides in Melbourne
with his wife. The Last Guests is his third novel.
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October 2021

Crime & Mystery . Thriller . Suspense

L OVE & OTHER CRIMES
 hort Stories From the Bestselling Crime
S
and Thriller Author

Sara Paretsky

 collection of thrilling crime and
A
detective short stories.

 ew York Times bestselling author Sara Paretsky is the master of twisting suspense
N
and compelling plots. Now in this spellbinding collection, Paretsky showcases her
extraordinary talents with 14 short stories, including one new V.I. story and seven other
classics featuring the indomitable detective. For longtime fans of V.I. Warshawski,
new readers discovering her for the first time, or any lover of crime and bone-chilling
suspense, Love & Other Crimes is a celebration of Paretsky’s exceptional storytelling
skill and a searing exploration of the dark conspiracies and desperate human acts
hiding in plain sight.
Sara Paretsky was named 2011 Grand Master by the Mystery Writers of America. She is the winner
of many awards, including the Cartier Diamond Dagger Award for lifetime achievement from the
British Crime Writers’ Association and the CWA Gold Dagger for Blacklist. In 2015 she received the
Theakstons Old Peculier Outstanding Contribution to Crime Fiction Award. She lives on Chicago’s
south side with her husband.
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October 2021

Thrillers . Suspense . Psychological

WHISPERS OF
A SCANDAL
Julie Corbin

 gripping domestic suspense novel, full of
A
twists, secrets and lies – perfect for fans of
The Rumour and Three Perfect Liars.

© Bruce Corbin

 riends Nina, Bel and Rachel share everything with one another. Or do they? After
F
every parents’ evening, they look forward to a catch-up at the local pub, swapping
friendly gossip. But there will be no clinking prosecco tonight. A malicious note
has been left in a child’s schoolbag. It reads: This class has secrets. All the parents
tell lies. Nina, Bel and Rachel wouldn’t dare suspect each other of the scandalous
accusations that emerge. But when their own secrets are at risk, they must protect
everything they hold dear. . .
Julie Corbin is Scottish and grew up just outside Edinburgh. She has lived in East Sussex for

the last 25 years and raised her three sons in a village near Ashdown Forest. She is trained as a
nurse and combines running the medical department in a boarding school with writing novels.
Her psychological thrillers have been described as ‘creepy and gripping’ (Closer) and ‘remarkably
assured . . . suspenseful’ (Daily Mail).
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October 2021

Historical . Action & Adventure

THUNDERER
Thomas Kydd Book 24

Julian Stockwin

 he latest book from
T
Julian Stockwin.

1812. Arriving back in England after his successes in the Adriatic, Kydd's greeted by
the Prince Regent who, despite Kydd's protestations, insists he be given a bigger ship HMS Thunderer. But she's old and part of a standing fleet, meaning Kydd's chances of
further fame are slim. Winning over his new command is fraught with challenges. And
with the ship short of men, can he ever bring Thunderer to a proper state of fighting
preparedness? Sent to reinforce the Baltic squadron, news reaches him of French
victory at the Battle of Borodino. The road to Moscow is now open. To avert total French
victory, Kydd must lead a convoy through battle to the aid of Britain's last ally.
Julian Stockwin was sent at the age of 14 to Indefatigable, a tough sea-training school. He joined

the Royal Navy at 15 before transferring to the Royal Australian Navy, where he served for eight years.
After leaving the Navy, Julian practised as an educational psychologist, and was later awarded an
MBE. He is now retired, and lives in Devon with his wife Kathy.
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October 2021

Thriller & Suspense . Spy & Espionage . Historical Fiction

T HE PRIME
MINISTER’S AFFAIR
Andrew Williams

 ictional re-telling of a very
F
British coup.

 amsay MacDonald is elected in 1929 to make a ‘land fit for heroes’, but is
R
immediately subject to blackmail from a Viennese prostitute. MI5 and MI6 both set
out to secure the evidence . . . but do they want to save their Prime Minister, or destroy
him? The Prime Minister’s Affair is another brilliant historical thriller from the author of
Witchfinder, based on a real blackmail plot, hidden in the archives.
‘If le Carré needs a successor, Williams has all the equipment for the role’
Times Literary Supplement Books of the Year
Andrew Williams worked as a senior producer for the BBC’s flagship Panorama and Newsnight

programmes, and as a writer and director of history documentaries. He is the author of two bestselling
non-fiction books, The Battle of the Atlantic and D-day to Berlin, and five acclaimed novels, The
Interrogator (shortlisted for the Ian Fleming Silver Dagger Award and the Ellis Peters Award), To Kill a
Tsar (shortlisted for the Ellis Peters Award and the Walter Scott Prize), The Poison Tide, The Suicide
Club and Witchfinder (shortlisted for the Capital Crime Thriller of the Year award).
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October 2021

Crime & Mystery . Legal Thriller . Thriller

NEW LEGAL THRILLER
John Grisham

The New York Times and The Sunday
Times Number One Author.

The new brilliant legal thriller from international bestselling author John Grisham.
John Grisham is the author of 34 novels, one work of non-fiction, a collection of stories and seven

novels for young readers. The recent critically-acclaimed Netflix series, An Innocent Man, was based on
his non-fiction bestseller. His works are translated into 42 languages. He lives in Virginia.
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November 2021

Historical Mysteries . c1800–c1900 . Women Sleuths

 HE RISE OF THE
T
RED MONARCH
 he third instalment in the
T
Brontë Mysteries series

Bella Ellis
 umours. Scandal. Danger. And the
R
Brontë sisters ready to investigate.

© Rowan Coleman

 he Brontë sisters’ budding publishing careers are put to the side when Anne
T
receives word from her friend Lydia Robinson, who has eloped with a young actor.
Lydia is living in squalor in the slums of London, and her husband is missing after
becoming embroiled with a notorious gang. The three sisters agree to help Lydia,
beginning a race against time to save Harry’s life – and coming face to face with a
terrifying adversary whom even the toughest of the slum-dwellers are afraid of . . . The
Red Monarch.
Bella Ellis is the Brontë-inspired pen name for the award winning, Sunday Times bestselling author

Rowan Coleman. A Brontë devotee for most of her life, Rowan is the author of 14 novels including The
Memory Book, The Summer of Impossible Things and The Girl at the Window.
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November 2021

Fiction in Translation . Crime & Mystery . Thriller & Suspense

C ONSPIRACY OF BLOOD
Katarzyna Bonda

 he second novel from Polish crime
T
sensation Katarzyna Bonda sees Sasza
Zaluska plunged into a violent world
where history is still very much alive.

© Anna Powierza

 asza decides to return to the police, but first she must ensure the safety of her
S
daughter by putting to rest the demons of the terrifying ordeal that led her to leave
Poland for seven years in England. No sooner has she begun the process, however,
than she is drawn into the deeply disturbing case of a woman who has disappeared
from a village – and she is not the first to do so. The roots of the crime seem to reach
all the way back to the dark enmities of the Second World War.
Katarzyna Bonda is the most popular crime writer in Poland. Her two series, the Hubert Meyer

trilogy and The Elements of Sasza Zaluska series are both massive bestsellers and have sold well
over two million copies. She has also written true crime – Polish Murderesses and An Imperfect Crime
as well as a creative writing manual, Type Writer.
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November 2021

Espionage & Spy Thriller . Thriller & Suspense

T HE RUSSIAN DOLL
Marina Palmer

 tep into a new world – of luxury, power
S
and mystery. And inside every mystery,
expect another twist . . .

 ow much did she just say the salary was? When Ruth Miller returns a dropped scarf
H
to Elena Shilkov, she is whisked from a dreary shared flat to a world of unimagined
luxury. The super-rich Russian wants a new personal assistant and won’t take no
for an answer. Ruth gets accommodation, an amazing pay-cheque and a complete
wardrobe makeover. And she’s good at the job: distributing gifts, attending galas,
dealing with the high-society movers and shakers fighting for Elena’s attention. But
the sinister truth is that nothing is quite what it seems in Elena’s dangerous, deceptive
world. Ruth should get away. But it’s already too late.
Marina Palmer is the pseudonym of bestselling British author Imogen Robertson used for her

contemporary solo thriller writing. Imogen has been shortlisted for the CWA Historical Dagger three
times and for the CWA Dagger in the Library Award once. She has also written for Hampton Court
Palace, chaired the Historical Writers’ Association and been mentioned in Private eye twice.
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November 2021

Mystery & Suspense . Crime . Historical Fiction

 HAUNTING AT
A
HOLKHAM
Anne Glenconner

 he thrilling new mystery from the
T
bestselling author of Murder on Mustique.

© Hal Shinnie

It’s Christmas 1943 and Lady Anne Coke has returned to Holkham Hall from Scotland.
But her home is now an army base, with large sections out of bounds. Anne is in the
care of her nanny, whom she hates and believes to be hiding something. But even
though she’s been told to stay away from certain parts of the house, Anne knows
secrets about the hall that others do not; the passageways and the cellars that allow
her to move around unnoticed. And when someone falls to their death at the bottom
of a flight of stairs, Anne is determined to prove it was no accident.
Lady Glenconner was born Lady Anne Coke in 1932, the eldest daughter of the 5th Earl of

Leicester, and grew up in their ancestral estate at Holkham Hall in Norfolk. A Maid of Honour at the
Queen’s Coronation, she was appointed Lady in Waiting to Princess Margaret in 1971 and kept this
role – accompanying her on many state occasions and foreign tours – until the princess's death in
2002.
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November 2021

Historical Fiction . Historical Adventure . War & Combat Fiction

VENGEANCE:
EMPIRE XII
Anthony Riches

 he new historical adventure novel
T
from Anthony Riches.

© David Tombs

The next gripping instalment in Anthony Riches' Empire series.
Anthony Riches began his lifelong interest in war and soldiers when he first heard his father’s

stories about World War II. This led to a degree in Military Studies at Manchester University. He began
writing the story that would become Wounds of Honour after a visit to Housesteads in 1996. Married
with three children, the author lives in Hertfordshire.
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Thriller . Suspense . Horror & Ghost Stories

S URVIVE THE NIGHT
 he new horror thriller from New York Times
T
bestselling author

Riley Sager

 wo people. One road trip. And many
T
ways to die . . .

 asey Jordan is being driven across the country by a serial killer. Maybe.
C
Behind the wheel is Josh Baxter, a stranger Casey is ride sharing home with. On
the long drive, they share their stories, carefully avoiding the subject dominating the
news – the Campus Killer, who’s stabbed three students in the span of a year, has just
struck again. But somewhere along the way Casey begins to notice discrepancies in
Josh’s story. The more things don’t add up, the more she is sure she is sitting next to
the killer. Casey must do only one thing . . . survive the night.
Riley Sager is the pseudonym of a former journalist, editor and graphic designer who previously

published mysteries under his real name. Now a full-time author, Riley’s first thriller, Final Girls, was
a national and international bestseller that has been sold in 25 languages. A film version is being
developed by Universal Pictures and Anonymous Content. A native of Pennsylvania, he now lives in
Princeton, New Jersey.
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December 2021

Crime . Thrillers . Psychological

 OU NEVER SAID
Y
GOODBYE
Luca Veste

 n electrifying, edge-of-your-seat
A
thriller for fans of Harlan Coben
and Linwood Barclay.

 am was 11 when his mother left home and never came back. He waited for her and
S
then he grieved for her, as his family fell apart around him. Sam tried to get on with
his life in the intervening years. But it’s only as his father lies dying that Sam begins to
realise the cracks and inconsistencies in their family history. Who was his mother and
why did she need to disappear? Why cover it up? As Sam searches for answers, and
the trail leads him from the UK to the US, danger builds around him . . .
Luca Veste is a writer of Italian and Liverpudlian heritage. He is one out of nine children and is

married with two daughters. He studied psychology and criminology at university in Liverpool. His
books have been described as ‘darkly impressive . . . disturbing and intelligent’ (The Times), and Mark
Billingham has called Luca ‘a writer to watch’.
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July 2021

Science General . Life Sciences . Virology

VAXXERS
 he Inside Story of the Oxford Vaccine
T
and the Race Against the Virus

 rofessor Sarah Gilbert &
P
Dr Catherine Green
 he inside story of the Oxford vaccine,
T
from the leading scientists who created it.

 ur future hangs on the success of the Oxford vaccine. This is the story of its
O
creation, its makers and how science will beat the virus, told by the scientists
behind the vaccine. This is one of the most epic and pioneering moments in history,
comparable to the race to put a man on the moon. Sarah and Cath share the heartstopping moments in the eye of the storm; they separate fact from fiction; they explain
how they made a safe vaccine in record time with the eyes of the world watching; and
they give us hope for the future.
Sarah Gilbert is Professor of Vaccinology at the Jenner Institute within the University of Oxford. She

is the Oxford Project Leader for the Oxford Vaccine.
Dr Cath Green is Associate Professor in Chromosome Dynamics at the Wellcome Centre for Human
Genetics, Head of Oxford University’s Clinical BioManufacturing Facility, and an integral part of the
Oxford Vaccine project.
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July 2021

Nature . Essays . Great Britain

 IFTS OF GRAVITY
G
AND LIGHT
Editors: Anita Roy & Pippa Marland

 ontributors from diverse backgrounds
C
write of their encounters with the
natural world.

 ifts of Gravity and Light is a new collection of nature writing that shines a light on
G
the natural world in all its biodiversity as experienced by those who, for reasons of
gender, ethnicity, sexuality, class, upbringing or disability, are not often seen or heard
when it comes to nature writing. The foreword is by Bernardine Evaristo, and the book
features contributions from Jackie Kay, Kaliane Bradley, Pippa Marland, Testament,
Michael Malay, Tishani Doshi, Jay Griffiths, Luke Turner, Anita Roy, Raine Geoghegan,
Zakiya Mckenzie, Alys Fowler, Amanda Thomson and Simon Armitage. These are the
voices of those whose perspective is not necessarily that of a ‘insider’.
Anita Roy is a writer, editor and publisher of mixed British and Indian heritage. She spent 20 years

living and working in New Delhi, until returning to the UK where she was brought up.
Pippa Marland is a writer and academic whose current research, funded by the Leverhulme Trust,
focuses on the representation of farming in modern British nature writing.
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July 2021

Self-Help . Military Memoir . Psychology

BECOMING THE 0.1%
34 Lessons from the Diary of a Royal Marines
Commando Recruit
Gareth Timmins

 he psychology behind what it takes to
T
build an elite mindset.

© Tim Steele

In 2005, only one in a thousand applications for the Royal Marines were successful
in reaching the end of training, earning the coveted Green Beret – a world-renowned
symbol of excellence. Becoming the 0.1% is the first-ever diary account of this
training regime, charting the odds-stacked journey of a 20-year-old recruit and the
psychological underpinnings written by him 14 years later. Each week of training is
accompanied by lessons on psychological short-comings and performance. It uses
real-life and often terrifying experiences to describe to the reader the psychological
edge needed to succeed and cultivate a 0.1% mindset.
Gareth Timmins is a former Royal Marines Commando who has spent time in Iraq, Somalia, Egypt

and Afghanistan. Since leaving Afghanistan, he has worked for several ultra-high-net-worth individuals
in London, while providing a physical security and business development consultancy to blue-chip
companies in the City of London. Gareth completed his studies in psychology after six years, gaining
a Diploma of Higher Education in Psychology and a BSc (Hons) in Forensic Psychology.
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August 2021

History . Cold War . Germany

T UNNEL 29
 ove, Espionage and Betrayal: the
L
True Story of an Extraordinary Escape
Beneath the Berlin Wall

Helena Merriman
By the creator of the award-winning
BBC Radio 4 podcast.

© Jon Holloway

Inspired by award-winning BBC journalist Helena Merriman’s research for her
acclaimed BBC podcast, Tunnel 29 is the true story of the most remarkable escape
tunnel dug under the Berlin Wall – as told through the voices of the people involved.
Hundreds of hours of in-depth interviews with surviving participants and thousands of
pages of Stasi documents have given Helena Merriman not only fresh information, but
also new insights into the escapers and their extraordinary plan.
Helena Merriman is an award-winning presenter and producer who created The Inquiry on the BBC
World Service, and is the creator and presenter of the hit podcast, Tunnel 29.
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August 2021

Popular Science . Atmospheric Science . Meteorology

FIRMAMENT
 he Hidden Science of Weather, Climate
T
Change and the Air That Surrounds Us

Simon Clark

 he story of our atmosphere –
T
and those who discovered it.

© Onur Pinar

 e all know that the atmosphere exists – but how much do we really know about it?
W
How does it create the weather patterns we see every day, and what exactly is climate
change? Firmament not only answers these questions, but also looks at how we know
what we know, telling the stories of both the scientists and amateurs who pioneered
the modern field of atmospheric science. A joyous combination of popular science
and narrative history, this is essential reading for anyone looking to go beyond the
headlines and understand the actual science behind them.
Simon Clark is a scientist, video producer and online educator. Simon read Physics at St. Peter’s

College, Oxford before researching a PhD in atmospheric physics at the University of Exeter. During
his studies he began creating YouTube videos about student life and his research, and has since
accrued nearly 20 million views.
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October 2021

Ancient History . Paranormal . Ghosts

THE FIRST GHOSTS
Irving Finkel

 hy the belief in ghosts is what
W
makes us human.

© Dale Cherry

 hosts – the spirits of the dead – have walked by our side since time immemorial. In
G
The First Ghosts, author Irving Finkel looks at ghosts from a standpoint quite different
to that of most spectral literature. Drawing on evidence from the very earliest prehuman archaeology and the very earliest writing and literature, Finkel suggests that
belief in and experience of ghosts emerges as a central component of humanity since
its inception.
Dr Irving Finkel is Assistant Keeper of Ancient Mesopotamian (i.e. Sumerian, Babylonian and

Assyrian) script, languages and cultures Department: Middle East at the British Museum. He is the
curator in charge of cuneiform inscriptions on tablets of clay from ancient Mesopotamia, of which the
Middle East Department has the largest collection – some 130,000 pieces – of any modern museum.
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August 2021

Parenting . Memoir . Lifestyle

LIV’S ALONE
Liv Thorne

 funny and poignant book about
A
choosing to have a baby by yourself.

Liv’s Alone is an honest and hopeful memoir that captures the joy and the challenge
that is parenting alone by choice. From smashing the fairy tale that we’re fed from a
young age and grieving the life you thought you were going to have, to buying sperm
from Denmark and bringing a baby into the world, Liv guides readers through the
highs and lows with warmth, humour and understanding. This book is for anyone who
might want to take charge of their parental destiny, learn more about modern families
or want to be reassured that there is no right or wrong way to parent.
Liv Thorne is the director of a digital brand design agency and lifestyle content creator (@livsalone).
She lives in Oxfordshire with her son, Herb, and their dog, Elvis. This is her first book.
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August 2021

Memoirs . Actors & Actresses . Film & TV

 RIVATE FACES AND
P
PUBLIC PLACES
The Autobiographies

Siân Phillips
 new edition of the memoirs of
A
Dame Siân Phillips.

 ame Siân Phillips is one of Britain’s finest actresses, from her starring role as Livia
D
in I, Claudius to Goodbye, Mr Chips, for which she was nominated for a Golden
Globe. In her memoirs Private Faces and Public Places Siân covers her life from her
childhood in the remote Welsh countryside and takes us through her extraordinary
career on both stage and screen. She also reflects on her relationships, most notably
her marriage to Peter O’Toole. Here, for the first time, both memoirs are presented in a
single volume, including a brand new foreword by Siân herself.
Dame Siân Phillips was born in Glamorgan, Wales in 1933. Her long and illustrious acting career

includes a starring turn as Livia in I, Claudius and Goodbye, Mr Chips, for which she received a
Golden Globe nomination. She continues to appear regularly on both stage and screen, most recently
in Strike (BBC One).
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August 2021

History of Slavery . British History . Black History

T HE INTERESTING
NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE
OF OLAUDAH EQUIANO
Olaudah Equiano
Now with a foreword by David Olusoga

 he classic anti-slavery memoir, with a
T
foreword by historian David Olusoga.

Olaudah Equiano was kidnapped and sold into slavery at the age of ten. His memoir
caused a sensation when it was first published in 1789. Recounting Equiano’s life as a
former slave and his experiences as a black man living in eighteenth-century England,
it was a bestseller and went through nine editions in its lifetime. Equiano himself would
become a leading figure in the movement to abolish slavery. This new edition features
a foreword by historian and author David Olusoga (Black and British) and brings this
long-overlooked classic back into the spotlight, as Equiano’s story remains as relevant
today as ever.
Olaudah Equiano was born in 1745 in the former Kingdom of Benin. Sold into slavery at the age of

ten, he purchased his freedom as an adult and became a leading figure in the abolitionist movement.
His memoir The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, published in 1789, was a
bestseller and went through nine different editions.
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September 2021

History . World War II . Holocaust

T HE DRESSMAKERS
OF AUSCHWITZ
Lucy Adlington

 he women and girls in Auschwitz
T
who sewed to survive.

 t the height of the extermination process in Auschwitz-Birkenau, a fashion
A
workshop was established within the infamous camp complex by Hedwig Höss, the
Commandant’s wife. The SS guards and officers’ wives patronised this workshop,
where high-quality garments were taken from the suitcases of murdered deportees and
fitted for their new owners. This work was carried out by 23 prisoners – all women or
teenage girls, many Jewish – who wielded needles to survive the gas chambers. The
Dressmakers of Auschwitz tells their extraordinary life stories, drawing on unpublished
testimonies and photographs and an exclusive interview with the only living survivor.
Lucy Adlington is a British novelist and historian with more than 20 years’ experience researching

social history. She runs History Wardrobe, a company that makes costume-in-context talks across
the UK. Her novels include the Carnegie-nominated, critically acclaimed The Red Ribbon, while her
non-fiction publications include Women’s Lives and Clothes in WWII and Stitches in Time – the Story of
the Clothes We Wear.
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November 2021

History . Monarchy . British History

C ROWN & SCEPTRE
Tracy Borman

 he British monarchy from 1066
T
to the present day.

© Historic Royal Palaces

 s the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee in 2022 approaches, there has never been a more
A
apposite moment to consider the history of the British monarchy. One of the most
iconic and enduring institutions in the world, it has weathered the storms of rebellion,
revolution and war that brought many of Europe’s royal families to an abrupt and
bloody end. Crown & Sceptre explores the history and evolution of the British
monarchy from 1066 to the present day, showing us that its survival owes much to a
unique and remarkable responsiveness to change and evolve to reflect the times.
Tracy Borman is joint Chief Curator of Historic Royal Palaces and Chief Executive of the Heritage

Education Trust. She studied and taught history at the University of Hull and was awarded a PhD in
1997. She is the author of The Private Lives of the Tudors and Thomas Cromwell among many other
highly acclaimed books. Tracy is also a regular broadcaster and public speaker, giving talks across
the UK and abroad.
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September 2021

Football . Autobiography: Sport . Memoir

O NE: MY
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Peter Schmeichel

 he autobiography of one of the
T
greatest goalkeepers of all time.

 he son of a Danish nurse and Polish musician, Peter Schmeichel is an undisputed
T
giant of the global game. He was a serial winner with Manchester United and
Denmark, and he rivals Gordon Banks and Lev Yashin for the title of the greatest
goalkeeper of all time. Alex Ferguson labelled him ‘bargain of the century’ when he
reflected on the £505,000 Manchester United paid to sign him in 1991. Schmeichel
became a key figure in the club’s successes during the decade ahead, culminating
when he captained United in the incredible, last-gasp Treble-clinching win over
Bayern Munich in the 1999 Champions League final.
Peter Schmeichel is a complex character and his story is no mere litany of triumphs. This book

explores his wide-ranging experiences, from nearly dying at the age of 15 to watching his son
Kaspar follow him to the sports summit, winning the Premier League with Leicester and taking over in
Denmark’s goal.
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September 2021

Cricket . History of Sport

 EN TO WIN AND THE
T
LAST MAN IN
Henry Blofeld

Test cricket’s greatest closing moments.

© The Other Richard

 egendary cricket broadcaster Henry Blofeld takes us on a charming journey through
L
cricket’s closest test matches.
Henry Blofeld began writing about cricket, for The Times, in May 1962 and in 1972 he started his

long career as a commentator with the BBC’s Test Match Special. Since 2002 Henry Blofeld has
performed in his humorous one-man show in theatres all round the country, and later he teamed up
with his former TMS producer, Peter Baxter, for more than 250 two-man shows. Henry now tours the
country with his one man show.
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November 2021

Memoir . Autobiography: Sport . Rugby Union

C ENTRE STAGE
Jamie Roberts & Ross Harries

I n a nation of rugby heroes,
Jamie Roberts has become a legend.

© Shutterstock.com

 Lions Man of the Series, a double Grand Slam winner, a Six Nations Champion, a
A
World Cup semi-finalist, and for a time, the best in the world in his position. He’s just
three caps short of a century of international appearances. All of this was achieved
while studying for four degrees (including a medical degree); something his coaches
told him was impossible to pull off. There are dreamers in life, and there are doers.
Jamie Roberts had big dreams, and he’s realised them all. This is his fascinating,
honest and uncompromising story.
The book will be co-written by Ross Harries, award-nominated author of Behind The Dragon (a
complete oral history of Welsh rugby), and Bomb, the autobiography of Wales centurion, Adam Jones.
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September 2021

Biography: Sport . Rugby Union

THE FLYING PRINCE:
ALEXANDER OBOLENSKY
Hugh Godwin

 s a 19-year-old Prince Obolensky
A
captured the nation’s heart’s.
Now, finally, his story will be told.

 n a still March day in 1940, a sporting hero perished. He had lived fast and died
O
young, as a flyer on the rugby field and as a pilot in the Royal Air Force, killed in the
service of his adopted country. He was a refugee from a noble family in Russia who
fought to be accepted as, and live the life of, a quintessential Englishman. His story is
unmatched in sporting history for its agony and ecstasy, dislocation and vindication,
love and loss. This is the first biography, and the complete story, of Prince Alexander
Sergeevich Obolensky.
Hugh Godwin, 54, is a sports journalist who is the rugby union correspondent of the i, a national

daily newspaper in the UK. He has held that role since April 2016 and before that he had the same
position with the Independent on Sunday for eight years. In 2004 he wrote the words for England:
Rugby World Champions, a book celebrating England’s 2003 World Cup success, published by
Mitchell Beazley. This is his first biography.
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September 2021

Immunology . Infectious Diseases . Life Sciences

I MMUNE
 Journey Into The Mysterious
A
System That Keeps You Alive

Philipp Dettmer

 he first book from the creator of
T
hugely popular science explainer
brand ‘Kurzgesagt – In a Nutshell’.

 uring every moment of our lives, we are under attack. Viruses, bacteria and parasites
D
constantly attempt to invade our bodies. Thankfully, we are defended by a powerful
army: the immune system. This system keeps us alive, but few of us understand the
remarkable way it works. This is an accessible guide to the immune system, covering
everything you need to know – from antibodies and common colds to vaccines and
Covid-19. Immune is entertaining as well as informative, with battle stories of brilliant
strategies, self-sacrifice, devastating defeat and glorious victory. It is illustrated in full
colour in the now-iconic Kurzgesagt style.
Philipp Dettmer is a science explainer, information designer and the founder and head writer of

the YouTube channel ‘Kurzgesagt – In a Nutshell’. He began the channel as a passion project, with a
mission to explain complicated things from a big picture perspective. Seven years later, ‘Kurzgesagt’
is one of the largest educational channels on YouTube with 14 million subscribers and around a
billion views.
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October 2021

Memoirs . Boxing . Mental Health

L OVE AND FURY
The Magic and Mayhem of Life with Tyson

Paris Fury

 aris Fury – wife of
P
boxer Tyson Fury – tells her story.

 aris Fury is Tyson’s rock, the wife he thanks for his success. From a Traveller family
P
like him, she married him at nineteen and is hands-on mother to their five children.
With all her warmth, humour and honesty, Paris describes the highs and lows of life
with the world boxing champion. When Tyson’s struggles with depression, OCD and
alcohol have threatened to overwhelm them, she has held them together, and helped
see him through to his greatest boxing victories. Paris shows what it takes to balance
the fame, the fans and all the sporting pressures alongside everyday family life.
Paris Fury is the wife of heavyweight world boxing champion Tyson Fury. She was born in Doncaster,
South Yorkshire to a Traveller family and married Tyson aged nineteen. They have five children
together. Their life together was the subject of a hugely popular three-part ITV documentary Gypsy
King in 2020. She has appeared across the media and now appears regularly on Loose Women.
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October 2021

True Crime . Sexual Assault . Biography

HUNTING GHISLAINE
John Sweeney

 he story of Ghislaine Maxwell,
T
former partner of disgraced billionaire
Jeffrey Epstein

 nce upon a time there was a beautiful and clever princess who suffered a terrible
O
tragedy, the death of her father, a war hero, a philanthropist, a good man, in
suspicious circumstances. She survived, then fled to New York where she made a
new life with a brilliant mathematician. Her name is Ghislaine Maxwell and his was
Jeffrey Epstein. Through Jeffrey, and her family name, Ghislaine became friends with
some of the most powerful people on earth. But this is no fairy tale. Hunting Ghislaine
sets out the other side of the story, and it’s one of the darkest you will ever read.
John Sweeney is one of the most recognisable names in investigative journalism. He has had an

award-winning career in both newspapers and television, reporting from trouble spots around the
world and annoying the likes of Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin and the Church of Scientology along the
way. He is the author of twelve books and is based in London.
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October 2021

Anthology . Royalty . British Monarchy

 QUEEN FOR
A
ALL SEASONS
Joanna Lumley

 sparkling celebration of the
A
reign of Queen Elizabeth II.

In 2022, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II celebrates 70 years as Queen of the United
Kingdom and 15 other Commonwealth realms. Led by Joanna Lumley, A Queen for All
Seasons is a lively tribute to the world’s longest-reigning monarch, weaving together
revealing source material from throughout the Queen’s reign and life as sovereign,
including extracts from newspapers, memoirs, private archives and popular culture.
A treasure chest of insights and snapshots of some of the key moments and themes
of the modern Elizabethan reign, this is a portrait of an extraordinary woman in an
extraordinary role.
Joanna Lumley was born in India and grew up between there and England. She is a celebrated

actress, a former model and Bond Girl, an author, an activist and a television documentary presenter.
Her varied screen credits have included Absolutely Fabulous (where she played the legendary Patsy
Stone), The New Avengers, and Coronation Street. She is well known for her travel documentaries and
as a political activist, including for the Gurkha Justice Campaign.
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October 2021

Memoirs . Travel . Adventure

J OURNEYS TO
IMPOSSIBLE PLACES
Simon Reeve

 imon Reeve reveals more
S
journeys, tales and his life lessons.

J ourneys to Impossible Places continues the journey Simon started in Step By Step,
drawing deeper lessons from his experiences and the thousands of people he has
met around the world. He provides examples and advice to help readers get off their
sofa and out there into the world, exploring, adventuring and living the life they want
and deserve. Wherever he is and has been, Simon loves to share the glory of our
world and explain why we need to keep travelling, while being completely open about
the dark situations he’s encountered, and the challenges we face both as individuals,
and as a species.
Simon Reeve has travelled to more than 120 countries, making multiple award-winning TV series for

the BBC, including Caribbean, Indian Ocean, Tropic of Cancer, Equator, Sacred Rivers, Greece, Tropic
of Capricorn, Turkey, Mediterranean and Australia. He has received a One World Broadcasting Trust
Award, the prestigious Ness Award from the Royal Geographical Society, and the Special Contribution
Award at the Travel Media Awards.
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November 2021

Astronomy . Space . Puzzles & Quizes

T HE ASTRONOMY
PUZZLE BOOK
The Royal Observatory Greenwich

 brilliant puzzle and quiz book from
A
The Royal Observatory Greenwich.

 hat makes a planet a dwarf planet? How many miles are in a light-year? What
W
exactly is a quasar? Launch into other worlds while testing your knowledge about
space, celestial bodies and the solar system with this brilliant puzzle book from The
Royal Observatory. Packed with hundreds of questions and a mix of mind-boggling
maps, word games, trivia questions and much more. It’s time to find out how much
you know about the world around us.
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November 2021

Politics . Political Figures . USA

T HE PRESIDENTS
Edited by: Iain Dale

 ssays on all 46 American Presidents
E
who have held the office.

© Steve Ullathorne

The Presidents follows the successful format established by The Prime Ministers,
edited by Iain Dale. Using the same structure, it features essays on all 46 American
Presidents who have held the office over the last 230 years – from George
Washington to Joe Biden. The essays are written by a range of academics, historians,
political journalists and serving politicians, based in the US and the UK.
Iain Dale is an award-winning broadcaster and presenter of the evening show on LBC Radio He is

the author/editor of more than 30 books and co-host of the For the Many podcast and the Iain Dale
Book Club podcast. He was named Radio Presenter of the Year for 2013 and 2016 and is the former
Managing Director of Biteback Publishing. He hosts the theatre show Iain Dale All Talk. Iain lives in
Tunbridge Wells.
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November 2021

Adventure Travel . Memoir . Expedition

T O BOLDLY GO
Lessons from a Life of Adventure

Ranulph Fiennes

 celebration of a life lived at the
A
extreme edge of endurance.

© Bill Prentice, phototeck.co.uk

 ir Ranulph Fiennes, the world’s greatest explorer, not only explains how more
S
than 50 years of adventure have taught him all the physical skills needed to climb
mountains, trek through deserts and cross both poles, but also reveals what he’s
learned about himself and how to inspire and organise other people. It’s both a
thrilling real-life global adventure story and Ran’s chance to share the insights he’s
gained through triumph and adversity in some of the world’s most perilous places.
To Boldly Go is an inspirational treasury of wisdom to return to again and again.
Sir Ranulph Fiennes was the first man to reach both poles by surface travel and the first to cross

the Antarctic continent unsupported. He is the only person yet to have been awarded two clasps to
the Polar Medal for both the Antarctic and the Arctic regions. Fiennes has led over 30 expeditions
including the first polar circumnavigation of the Earth, and in 2003 he ran seven marathons in seven
days on seven continents.
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December 2021

Internet . Popular Culture . Self Help

(DIS)CONNECTED
How to Stay Human in an Online World

Emma Gannon

 manifesto for staying human
A
on the internet.

© Paul Storrie

 illennials might have grown up online but now they want to log off. And it’s not
M
just millennials. A year of lockdowns, Zoom meetings and reduced physical contact
has made us more dependent on the internet than ever before – but has it lost its
humanity? Our focus on community and real connection has been sent off-course.
So, where do we go from here and how can we get back on track? (Dis)connected
examines these topics and offers tangible tips and advice for those of us who might
feel a little lost right now and want to find themselves again.
Emma Gannon is a writer, podcast host and Sunday Times bestselling business author of

The Multi-Hyphen Method. She has been published in everything from the Guardian to MTV, ELLE to
Glamour and has been a columnist for The Sunday Times, Telegraph and Courier magazine. She is the
host of her own hit podcast, the award-winning CTRL, ALT, DELETE. The show has reached 5.5 million
listeners in over 100 countries.
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July 2021

Humour . Women’s Fiction . Family Life Fiction

GIVE A LITTLE LOVE
 he Latest Novel From the Author of
T
I’m Just a Teenage Punchbag

Jackie Clune

 ecause if you’re not part of the solution
B
you’re part of the problem.

 ondon, March 2020. Angela’s husband Robert is an early Covid casualty. As
L
lockdown drags on with its cake-baking and competitive Clapping for Carers,
Angela discovers messages from another woman on Robert’s old phone. Enraged
but liberated, Angela starts to rebuild her life. Until she runs into Zana. Zana, with
her small child in tow. Zana, and her inexplicable connection to Robert. . . The two
women slowly form a relationship based on their mutual recognition. And when Zana
introduces Angela to her friends at the local homeless mother and child hostel, she
discovers a different, more hopeful, kind of family bubble.
Jackie Clune is a well-respected actor (including appearing in Billy Elliot and Emilia in the West

End, and in C4’s hit Motherland), playwright and comedian. She is on the Equity Council; set up and
manages a successful girls’ rugby section at Eton Manor RFC, and is the mother of four – triplets (two
boys and a girl) and an older daughter. Jackie lives with her family in London.
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August 2021

Football

T HE TOTALLY
FOOTBALL YEARBOOK

Iain
Macintosh, Nick Miller,
James Richardson,
 he first yearbook from the team
T
behind the hit podcast.

 modern football yearbook from the award-winning team behind the Totally Football
A
Show. Covering the Premier League, Scotland, the Women’s Super League, the
Football League, France, Spain, Italy and Germany, it is the breathless story of the
season just past and an eager look ahead to the season still to come. Introduced
by James Richardson and containing analysis and insight from some of the biggest
names in football writing – including Iain Macintosh, James Horncastle, Carl Anka,
Duncan Alexander, Nick Miller and many more – The Totally Football Yearbook is a
must-have for every football fan.
The Totally Football Show was launched in 2017 and is one of the world’s leading independent
football podcasts with hundreds of thousands of listeners every week.
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August 2021

True Crime . Memoir . Psychology

T HE DENNIS
NILSEN TAPES
I n Jail with Britain’s Most
Infamous Serial Killer

Michael Morley
 he never-seen-before account of
T
Michael Morley’s chilling two-year
correspondence with infamous
serial killer, Dennis Nilsen.

In 1992, Michael Morley spent two days inside the high-security Albany Prison and
subsequently became the only journalist ever to record and broadcast an interview
with Dennis Nilsen. In what became front page news, Morley overcame government
attempts to stop screenings of the interview. The Dennis Nilsen Tapes offers a neverbefore-seen account of Morley's chilling two-year correspondence with the infamous
Scottish serial killer, along with new details of that life-changing meeting. Now, for the
first time, Morley reveals the full extent of the material as part of a graphic, definitive
psychological investigation into what made Nilsen Britain's most notorious murderer.
Michael Morley is a former TV producer and director, and senior executive director for Endemol TV.
He has produced a number of award-winning documentaries and was a well-connected investigative
journalist. He lives in Derbyshire.
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Black British History . Advice On Careers & Achieving Success

BLACK AND GREAT
The Careers Manifesto

Rene Germain

 or Us, By Us. The bold and
F
inspirational career guide for
young and ambitious Black British
professionals.

 lack and Great shares the career journeys of many successful Black British figures
B
and entrepreneurs from TV and film, sport, media, law, medicine and finance through
open letters and interviews, providing advice to Black students and professionals
starting out in their working lives. The letters and interviews focus on how people
began in their careers, the highs and lows, how they bounced back from failure, plus
advice for those starting out in their respective industries. The contributors reveal
all about overcoming Imposter Syndrome, salary negotiation and most importantly:
being the most authentic person you can be in any working environment.
Rene Germain is a 27-year-old influencer and writer. She currently works as a Digital Product

Manager, writer and champion of the black community. She co-created the #blackintheoffice hashtag,
which led to two features in Metro and being invited to write an article for Huffington Post. She has
recently written for Fortune.com and Stylist.co.uk on improving the black employee experience and
black female activism online respectively.
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September 2021

Music Biography . Entertainment & Performing Arts Biography

L OVE OF MY LIFE
The Life and Loves of Freddie Mercury

Lesley-Ann Jones

 he truth behind Freddie Mercury’s
T
romantic relationships.

© Dave Hogan

If you watched Bohemian Rhapsody, you may suppose that Mary Austin was the
love of Freddie Mercury’s life – the truth is more complicated. Love of My Life charts
Freddie’s many obsessions: from Mary Austin to Jim Hutton; to a string of male lovers
and his chaste passion for Spanish soprano Montserrat Caballé; to his fascination
for felines and his extravagant shopping; to his music and voracious appetite for sex.
Through personal interviews and encounters the author tells of Freddie Mercury’s
lesser-known loves and paints a comprehensive picture of the legendary musician.
Published on the 30th anniversary of his death.
Lesley-Ann Jones is a journalist, newspaper columnist and broadcaster. The author of eight

published books, she has enjoyed more than 25 years in music and the media. She lives in SouthEast London with her young children, the eldest having grown up and gone into the music business.
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Celebrity Biography . Memoir . Music Biography

S PINNING PLATES
Sophie Ellis-Bextor

 inger, broadcaster and mother
S
Sophie Ellis-Bextor reflects on
love, life and creativity.

 ophie Ellis-Bextor shares her experiences, insights and reflections on music, men
S
and motherhood. From learning to trust her instincts and carving out a career, to
falling in love and becoming a mother to five boys, Sophie writes honestly and openly
about the expectations we put on ourselves and each other, and the seemingly
impossible art of balance. Covering identity, body image, the domestic battleground,
creativity, boundaries, friendship, parenting, communication and self-compassion, this
is a book about learning from our experiences and not being afraid to smash a few
plates for the sake of what we truly need and value.
Sophie Ellis-Bextor shot to fame as a vocalist on Spiller’s number one single ‘Groovejet’ and

followed it up with ‘Take Me Home’ and her worldwide smash hit, ‘Murder on the Dancefloor’. The
Kitchen Discos, performed at home with her five sons during lockdown, amassed over 100k views
each on Instagram. Songs from the Kitchen Disco was released in 2020 to critical acclaim, and Sophie
is set to tour in 2022.
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July 2021

Fairy Tales . Modern & Contemporary Fiction . Literary Fiction

T HE LOST STORYTELLER
Amanda Block

 ne forgotten book. Seven stories.
O
A lifetime of secrets.

 ebecca hasn’t thought about her father since he disappeared when she was six
R
years old. But when a journalist comes asking questions, she begins to wonder if
there is more to the story of his disappearance than her family have led her to believe.
Then Rebecca is given a book of seven fairy tales, written by him, and through each
of these stories, Rebecca has the chance to get one step closer to the lost storyteller,
her father, to discover who he was and what he went through – and even where he
might be now. . .
Originally from Devon, Amanda Block moved to Edinburgh in 2007, where she attained a master’s
degree in creative writing. Since then, she’s divided her time between ghostwriting, editing and
tutoring. Amanda’s writing is often inspired by myths and fairy tales, which she uses as starting
points to tell new stories. Her work has been shortlisted in contests such as the Bridport Prize and the
Mslexia Short Story Competition. The Lost Storyteller is her first novel.
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July 2021

Humour . Motherhood . Autobiography

 Y CHILD AND
M
OTHER MISTAKES
 ow To Ruin Your Life in the Best
H
Way Possible

Ellie Taylor
 aw, candid and hilarious, this is
R
the truth about motherhood and all
its grisly delights.

 omedian and actress Ellie Taylor gives the honest lowdown on motherhood, asking
C
the questions no one wants to admit asking themselves – do I want a child? Do I
have a favourite? Do I wish I hadn’t had one and spent the money on a kitchen island
instead? Ellie writes candidly about her own experience, exploring the decision to have
a baby when she doesn’t even like them, the importance of cheese during pregnancy,
why she took hair straighteners to the labour ward, plus the apocalyptic newborn days,
childcare, work and the impact on life, love and, most importantly, her breasts.
Ellie Taylor is a comedian, actor and writer who has appeared on Netflix’s Comedians of the World,
The Mash Report and is a regular guest on panel shows. Ellie created and starred in Ellie Solves
Parenting on Sky One. She also hosts her own Radio 4 show, Ellie Taylor’s Safe Space. Ellie copresents the award winning podcast, Ellie and Anna have Issues.
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July 2021

Fascism & Nazism . Biography

 SCAPE FROM THE
E
GHETTO
 he Breathtaking Story of the Jewish Boy
T
Who Ran Away from the Nazis

John Carr
 Jewish boy kills a Nazi by the
A
Polish ghetto. He must escape the
Third Reich, at all costs.

 he captivating true story of one boy’s flight across Europe to escape the Nazis. A
T
tale of extraordinary courage, incredible adventure, and the relentless pursuit of life in
the face of impossible challenges. Escape from the Ghetto is about a normal boy who
faced extermination by the Nazis in the ghetto or a deathcamp, and the extraordinary
life he led in avoiding that fate. It’s a bittersweet story about epic hope, beauty amidst
horror, and the triumph of the human spirit. John Carr is Henry Carr’s eldest son, and
in Escape From the Ghetto he has recreated his father’s incredible adventure, through
recordings and transcribed conversations in later life.
John Carr is Henry Carr’s eldest son. Now living in London, he grew up in Yorkshire and is currently

a Visiting Senior Fellow at the London School of Economics. In a touching afterword to the first-person
narrative he has recreated, he tells of how his father put his war years behind him, never telling his
children of their Jewish origins; of their extraordinary reconciliation in later life; of Henry’s reunions with
his surviving brother; and painstaking work to corroborate this authentic story.
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August 2021

Sports Medicine . Nervous System (incl . Brain) . Neuroscience

A DELICATE GAME
Power, Corruption and Brain Injury

Hana Walker-Brown

A shocking investigation into CTE and
concussion: the devastating cost of sport.

 footballer dies of dementia, younger than he should. A 14-year-old rugby player is
A
hit in the head and told to play on. He dies on the pitch. A scientist reveals endemic
brain disease in NFL players and is discredited. A survivor of domestic abuse can’t
remember details when standing up in court. This is the story of the degenerative
brain disease, Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE), of power, of science and
sport, and of the bodies that society deems worth sacrificing. Continuing from Hana’s
award-winning podcast, The Beautiful Brain, about West Bromwich Albion hero Jeff
Astle and CTE.
Hana Walker-Brown is a multi-award-winning audio documentary maker, writer and currently an

Executive Producer for Broccoli Content, a London based podcast production company founded in
direct response to the lack of opportunities for minority talent both in front of and behind the mic, to
create great content and break through industry barriers. Hana has created work for Audible, the BBC,
the Guardian, National Geographic, Spotify and Warner Brothers among many others.
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August 2021

Women’s Fiction . Speculative Fiction . Thrillers & Mystery

T HE ORIGINS OF IRIS
Beth Lewis

 hen you’re lost, you can always trust
W
yourself. Can’t you?

Iris, a once-vibrant ‘pitchers and shots all night’ woman, flees New York City, her
controlling, abusive wife Claude and their Upper West Side apartment, to find herself
in the Catskill Mountains – somewhere she’s not been since her father’s suicide when
she was a teenager. After falling into a ravine, she wakes up in her cabin, bandaged,
with her face staring back at her. Literally. Another Iris who’s made different decisions
in her life. Under the threat of dwindling supplies and a terrific storm incoming, Iris
must figure out why her, why this, why now, if she can trust Other Iris, and if she’s real.
Beth Lewis was raised in the wilds of Cornwall and split her childhood between books and the beach.

She has travelled extensively throughout the world and has had close encounters with black bears,
killer whales and Great White sharks. She has been, at turns, a bank cashier, fire performer, juggler, and
is currently the Publishing Manager at Rebellion. She lives in Oxford with her wife and daughter.
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August 2021

Climate Change . Business Innovation . Environmental Economics

T HE HYDROGEN
REVOLUTION
A Blueprint for the Future of Clean Energy

Marco Alverà
How to heal the climate with hydrogen.

 his is not just another climate change book. This is a comprehensive manifesto on the
T
missing link between us and truly clean energy: hydrogen. Marco Alverà, a pioneering
voice in this field, will explore the market-based solutions that hydrogen offers, from
introducing it as a hot commodity to exploring how existing infrastructure can be
adapted to embrace hydrogen. This book is for everyone: for the policy maker, for the
business person, for the curious, and for the activists because if there’s one lesson to
take away, it is this: there is hope, for us and our planet.
Marco Alverà is CEO of Snam, Europe’s largest natural gas pipeline company, and has been making

forays into hydrogen fuel. Before moving to Snam, he worked at Enel, the world’s largest renewableenergy company. After 20 years in the industry, he has explored every aspect of energy from renewable
to oil to gas. He is uniquely positioned to make the case for hydrogen as the energy future.
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September 2021

Science Fiction . Horror . Technological

S EVERAL PEOPLE
ARE TYPING
Calvin Kasulke

 n hilarious debut that asks ‘when did
A
working from home get so hard’?

 erald, an employee of a New York-based PR firm, is working on a spreadsheet when
G
he finds his consciousness uploaded into the company’s Slack channel. Despite
his posts for help, interrupting his colleagues’ meaningless banter, they think it’s an
elaborate work from home strategy. He enlists co-worker Pradeep to care for his body
while they figure out how to reintegrate his consciousness. Meanwhile his frantic
colleagues are trying to mitigate an oncoming public relations dog food disaster.
Gerald relies on Slackbot, the messaging service’s AI assistant, to help him navigate
his new digital reality. But when Slackbot discovers a world (and Gerald’s empty
body) outside the app, will it hijack a ride into the real world?
Calvin Kasulke is a writer based in Brooklyn, New York. A Lambda Literary Fellow, his writing and
reporting have been featured in VICE, Buzzfeed and Electric Literature. This is his first book.
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September 2021

Memoirs . Arts & Entertainment . Mixed Heritage

S IDESPLITTER
How to be from Two Worlds at Once

Phil Wang

 ne of the UK’s brightest and best
O
comedians takes an incisive and hilarious
look at race and belonging.

‘But where are you REALLY from?’ Phil Wang has been asked this question so many
times he's finally written a book about it. In this mix of comic memoir and observational
essay, Phil reflects on his experiences as a Eurasian man in the West and in the East. Phil
was born in Stoke-on-Trent, raised in Malaysia, and then came of age in Bath – ‘a spa
town for people who find Cheltenham too ethnic’. Phil delves into Britain and Malaysia's
shared histories, bringing his trademark cynicism and wit to topics ranging from family,
food, and comedy to race, empire, and colonialism. Sidesplitter is a hilarious and incisive
look at being mixed race and belonging to two home countries at once.
Phil Wang is one of the UK’s most exciting stand-up comedians. He is about to film his first Netflix

special and has hosted countless shows including Live at the Apollo, Have I Got News For You and QI.
In 2018, he was one of only two non-US acts in Netflix’s The Comedy Lineup. Phil has performed at
international comedy festivals in Montreal, Australia and New Zealand. His latest critically acclaimed
show, Philly Philly Wang Wang, broke records at the 2019 Edinburgh Fringe.
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October 2021

Women Sleuths . Cosy Crime . Holiday Crime Fiction

T WELVE MOTIVES
FOR MURDER
Fiona Sherlock

 welve Suspects. Twelve Interviews.
T
Twelve Motives for Murder.

 murder mystery told entirely through interviews. It’s a beautiful Christmas Day in
A
Como, and the Caswell-Jones family are celebrating with their nearest and dearest.
Merriment and limoncello abound . . . until Jonty Caswell-Jones is found dead in his
study. Under the surface, tensions have been brewing, guests seething, and rivalries
have reared their ugly head . . . As private investigator Elizabeth Chalice interviews each
suspect in turn, she must work out who killed Jonty and why. And is anyone else in
danger? But with 12 suspects each with their own motive, anything is possible . . .
Fiona Sherlock is a former journalist and PR consultant and she now writes murder mysteries. Fiona
is a Curtis Brown Creative graduate, and in 2016, she won the Wills Writing Award.
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September 2021

Teaching . History of Education . Memoir

HIDDEN LESSONS
Growing Up on the Frontline of Teaching

Mehreen Baig

 ll the life secrets every teacher knows, in
A
a hilarious and heart-warming package.

 ou’re in from 7am to 7pm and marking late at night. You’ve got one student who’s
Y
a full-time carer, another who’s joined a gang, a third facing expulsion. There aren’t
enough textbooks, one parent just called you an ‘extremist’, and despite a devastating
breakup, you’ve got to teach Romeo and Juliet to 30 hormonal 14-year-olds. Welcome
to life as a teacher – full of chaos and long hours and abandoned lesson plans. It’s a
world where you never stop learning. Mehreen started teaching at 21, and by the time
she left 10 years later she’d learnt a bit about teenagers, and a lot about life.
Mehreen Baig is a former teacher and trailblazing broadcaster and writer. In 2016, she took part in

the BAFTA-winning BBC2 documentary ‘Muslims Like Us’. She has appeared as a regular reporter and
guest for the BBC, and in 2017 was named one of the most inspirational and powerful women of the
year by the Telegraph. She continues to work with young people to help them achieve their life goals.
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October 2021

Psychological . Crime . Domestic Suspense

CARE FOR ME
Farah Cook

 ome secrets follow you
S
wherever you go . . .

 hen Afrah first arrives at Ravenswood Lodge Care Home, she feels far from home.
W
Her daughter, Amira, didn’t want to send her away. Ravenswood Lodge was meant
to be safe. But when her belongings start vanishing, Amira and the staff say it’s just
Afrah’s imagination, it’s just her failing memory. But Afrah is convinced someone is
playing games with her. At home, Amira stumbles upon some strange newspaper
clippings, stories her mother has fixated on. Is it just a coincidence, or could her
mother be telling the truth? Does someone want revenge?
Farah Cook is a writer of Pakistani descent. She was born in Denmark and grew up in Copenhagen,

and spent time living in Pakistan too. She returned to Denmark and later studied in Scotland, Sweden
and England. She now lives in Germany and writes full-time.
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November 2021

Politics & Government . Women in Politics . Leaders & Leadership

S TRONG FEMALE LEAD
Lessons from Women in Power

Arwa Mahdawi

 he secrets of leadership, from the women
T
showing us the way.

 he first two decades of this century have seen financial collapse, a global pandemic,
T
the devastation of our environment and the disintegration of democracies. But
while the old guard are telling us ‘it is what it is’, there’s a new generation of leaders
showing the world how to be better by building trust, investing wisely and acting
decisively. Women have been taught to ‘lean in’ and act like men to get ahead. But
as the financial, environmental and social systems crumble, isn’t it time we started
looking elsewhere for inspiration?
Arwa Mahdawi is a London-born, New York-based writer, speaker and business consultant. Arwa

writes a weekly column for the Guardian covering everything from politics to pop culture. She is also
the creator of the viral website Rent-A-Minority, which is an ‘Uber for diversity.’ (Yes, before you ask,
it’s satire.)
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October 2021

Television Scripts & Screenplays . Tv Tie-in . Performing Arts

 HE INSIDER’S GUIDE
T
TO INSIDE NO. 9
 ehind the Scenes of the Award Winning
B
BBC TV Series

 ark Salisbury with Steve Pemberton
M
& Reece Shearsmith
 he complete show-by-show guide to
T
award-winning series Inside No. 9.

 he ultimate companion to Inside No. 9, offering fans a behind-the-scenes tour of
T
this remarkable series. From the genesis of the idea through to the scripting, casting,
design, costume and production, each episode will be celebrated with an in-depth
guide, plot breakdown, interviews, and discussion of the inspiration and creation
behind every moment. Filled with the show’s hallmark twists and turns and dark
delicious humour, this fully illustrated book will be packed full of on-set photographs,
production stills, mood boards and concept drawings, making it the must-have item
for every fan.
Mark Salisbury is the best-selling author of over 15 books, including Burton on Burton, Moviemaking

Magic of Star Wars, Crimson Peak, Prometheus and Alice In Wonderland: A Visual Companion. He is the
former editor of Britain’s Empire magazine. Steve Pemberton and Reece Shearsmith are the awardwinning actors, writers and co-creators of Inside No. 9, The League of Gentlemen and Psychoville.
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November 2021

Personal Development . Personal & Practical Guides . Fashion & Style

N OBODY PANIC
 ow to be a Functional Adult
H
Without Screaming

Tessa Coates & Stevie Martin

 ou’ll never need to buy another
Y
self-help book!

© Marco Vittur

 seful, funny and life-affirming, Nobody Panic will give you all the skills necessary to
U
at least convince people you’re bossing life. From the useful, such as how to nail a
job interview and how to rewire a plug, to the mandatory like how to cry in public and
how to leave a WhatsApp chat, Nobody Panic is the ultimate life hack. Painstakingly
researched and full of relatable stories and hilarious anecdotes, this is the perfect title
for anyone looking to get a little bit more out of life.
Tessa Coates and Stevie Martin are hosts of the Nobody Panic podcast, which tackles life’s big,

small, fun and sometimes scary questions. They are two thirds of the critically acclaimed sketch group
Massive Dad and are both writers, performers and comedians.
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November 2021

Autobiography: Arts & Entertainment . Comedy . Memoir

HARRY HILL’S FIGHT!
Thirty Years Not Quite at the Top

Harry Hill

 n honest and hilarious memoir about
A
what didn’t go right.

 rom a starring role in the cub panto to his short-lived career as a doctor, to slogging
F
it out on the comedy circuit and becoming a TV teatime favourite, Harry takes us
through his fight to not quite the top of showbiz. From anecdotes of his X-Factor
musical and a very strange car journey with Simon Cowell, to finding himself alone
with the Queen at the Albert Hall, Harry reflects back on his life and career to find joy
in failure, creativity in struggle and revels in the lessons to be learnt from a flop.
Harry Hill was born in Woking in 1964, grew up in Kent and lived as a teenager in Hong Kong. He

trained as a neurosurgeon and holds a medical degree from University of London. He’s created and
starred in multiple TV shows including Harry Hill’s TV Burp, World of TV, and You’ve Been Framed. He
has won eight Comedy Awards, three BAFTAs, and was nominated for a People’s Choice Award.
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November 2021

Gift Books . Parodies . Classics

PRIDE AND
PREJUDICE ON
SOCIAL MEDIA
Claire McGowan & Sarah Day
 lizabeth Bennet has politely
E
declined your friend request and
asks that you do not slide into her
DMs again.

© Jamie Drew

© Lou Abercrombie

It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good
fortune, will probably be verified on Twitter. The characters of Pride and Prejudice
are navigating the same struggles on unfamiliar channels – social media channels,
to be precise. When authors Claire McGowan and Sarah Day imagined how ‘Pride
and Prejudice on Social Media’ might look, retelling the story through mocked-up
Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp and Reddit posts, their post instantly went viral and here
is the story in full.
Sarah Day lives in London, where she works for the Geological Society. She has written columns for
a variety of publications, including the Guardian and The Vagenda. Claire McGowan was born in

1981 in a small Irish village where the most exciting thing that ever happened was some cows getting
loose on the road. She is the author of The Fall, What You Did, The Other Wife and more.
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November 2021

Scientific & Technological Developments . Organised Crime

T RUST NO ONE
Inside the World of Deepfakes

Michael Grothaus

 ho’s making deepfakes, why they’re
W
doing it, and what it means for all of us.

 eepfake technology can create video evidence of just about anything: Natalie
D
Portman in an orgy; Putin declaring nuclear war; the US winning the World Cup.
The only limit is the imagination. In a time where fake news and disinformation is
becoming harder and harder to identify, it’s more essential than ever to understand
the dark origins of deepfakes. Journalist Michael Grothaus goes down the rabbit hole,
opening a window into the communities transforming reality; from incels to hackers in
the underbelly of the internet. Seeing is believing, but soon you won’t be able to trust
anything you see online.
Michael Grothaus is a novelist and journalist. Having got his start over 20 years ago writing for

Screen, his work has since appeared in Fast Company, VICE, the Guardian, Litro Magazine, Quartz and
others. His debut novel Epiphany Jones was longlisted for the John Creasy New Blood Dagger Award
in 2017. Trust No One is his first non-fiction book.
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July 2021

Body, Mind & Spirit . Self Help . Channelling & Mediumship

MOVING BEYOND
 ccess Your Intuition, Psychic Ability and
A
Spirit Communication

Fleur Leussink

 guide to tapping into your intuition,
A
reading signs and communicating
with spirit.

Moving Beyond answers the questions that Fleur receives every day, taking the
mystery out of intuition and mediumship. The perfect book for anyone looking to find
a deeper connection with spirit as a steer for their life. Using anecdotes from over
15,000 readings and her own story, Fleur provides exercises and journaling prompts
so you can practise how to recognise signs, trust your gut instincts to follow your true
path in life and even get closer to those you have lost.
Fleur Leussink has been named one of the ‘Best Mediums in Los Angeles’ by CBS and LA

Magazine. Her innate ability to directly communicate with loved ones ‘in spirit’ has connected
countless families from all around the world. In Los Angeles she has become largely sought after
in the entertainment industry, doing readings for well-known A-list musicians, actors and politicians.
Fleur is on a mission to connect as many people as she can to their loved ones on the other side.
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July 2021

Meditation . Mental Health . Self Help

WHY MEDITATE?
BECAUSE IT WORKS
Jillian Lavender

 n inspiring and informative guide to the
A
benefits of meditation.

 hy Meditate? Because It Works explains exactly what meditation is and, most
W
importantly, what it will do for you. This is not a ‘how to’ book. This is a ‘why do’ book
and an accessible guide with illustrations that explain why a daily meditation practice
is more necessary in your busy life than ever. From busting the common meditation
myths to discussing case studies from real-life meditators, from teaching you simple
meditation tips and techniques to exploring how meditation can help to ease anxiety
and depression, Why Meditate? Because It Works is the one resource you need to
help you thrive in the modern world.
Jillian Lavender is a Vedic wellness and meditation expert and has been teaching meditation for

almost 20 years. She co-directs the London Meditation Centre and New York Meditation Centre with
her partner, Michael Miller. Born in New Zealand and trained under the world-renowned teacher Thom
Knowles, she is a regular speaker at Balance and Live Well. She has been featured in the Financial
Times, Guardian, Telegraph, Mind Body Green and on BBC Radio 2.
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August 2021

Self Help . Personal Growth . Feminism & Feminist Theory

MAKE SOME NOISE
Speak Your Mind and Own Your Strength

Andrea Owen

 bold and unabashed guide to finding
A
your voice, harnessing your true desires,
and leading the life you really want.

In Make Some Noise author, mentor, and certified life coach Andrea Owen
deconstructs common behaviour patterns that sabotage our power as women, and
instead suggests new behaviours for creating a life that truly serves our desires
and needs. From unlearning the notion that women should stay quiet and take up
little space to trusting your inner wisdom, Make Some Noise is a raw and honest
guidebook and, ultimately, a call to arms.
Andrea Owen helps high-achieving women let go of perfectionism, control and isolation and

choose courage and confidence instead. Since founding her signature programme ‘Your Kick-Ass
Life’ in 2010, she’s reached more than 1.2 million readers through her blog and taught workshops
sponsored by Dove’s Campaign for Real Beauty. She is the author of How to Stop Feeling Like Sh*t
(Yellow Kite, 2018).
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August 2021

Cooking . Vegan . Caribbean & West Indian

 NE POT THREE
O
WAYS
Versatile Vegan Flavours to Prep,
Plan and Love

Rachel Ama
 elicious one-pot recipes for
D
flavour-packed plant-based
food all week.

 achel Ama’s batch cooking is exciting and vibrant, offering three creative and
R
flavoursome ways to serve and use one one-pot recipe. Fun, simple, nourishing and
packed with taste, take one of Rachel's 30 centerpiece recipes made in one pot, one
pan or one tray. . . just cook it then either freeze it, serve it up or mix it up with any of
the three accompanying recipes during the week – it’s totally up to you. Transform
one-pan Peri Peri Mushroom Feast into either Peri Peri Pittas or Peri Peri Charred
Sweetcorn Bowls, or serve it with Potato Wedges & Slaw. These plant-based recipes
focus on less time and less waste with no scrimping on taste!
Rachel Ama grew up in North London and has always been inspired by the flavours and

ingredients of her Caribbean (St Lucia), African and Welsh roots. So when she started following a
vegan diet in 2015 she found joy in experimenting with flavours from her heritage and her travels
and launched her successful YouTube channel (562K subscribers). Her first book, Vegan Eats, was
published by Ebury (2019).
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August 2021

Body, Mind & Spirit . Dreams . Self Help

 HE ALCHEMY OF
T
YOUR DREAMS
 Modern Guide to the Ancient Art of
A
Lucid Dreaming and Interpretation

Athena Laz
 nlock the power of your dreams to
U
lead you on the ultimate journey of
self-discovery and personal growth.

 oughly one-third of our lives is spent sleeping. We know that time spent asleep
R
is vital for rest and rejuvenation, but what if this time could be used for something
more? What if our dreams really are telling us something? Psychologist and author
Athena Laz has dedicated her career to uncovering the wisdom of our dreams and
revolutionising what it means to be in touch with ourselves and the universe. For
anyone who has ever felt that their dreams have true import and meaning, this book
provides the exact tools needed to unravel their symbolism, harness their power and
level up our lives.
A counselling psychologist, dream expert and fourth-generation intuitive, Athena Laz is also a
self-help columnist for Cosmopolitan. Her online brand, www.athenalaz.com, is a global platform that
merges spiritual wisdom with psychological know-how. Laz works with thousands of people worldwide
through her courses, membership programmes and written works, helping them to decode their
dreams in order to live their most attuned lives.
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September 2021

Cooking . Comfort Food . Low Budget

C OMFORT MOB
Food That Makes You Feel Good

MOB Kitchen

From MOB Kitchen
come 100 comforting and
nourishing recipes that
make you feel good.

It’s the return of the MOB – this time celebrating all things crispy, squidgy, cheesy,
spicy, warming and nourishing in 100 recipes from around the world. With old school
bangers and modern favourites, dishes include Beef Brisket Lasagne, Sriracha Crispy
Tofu, Vodka Rigatoni and Miso Sticky Toffee Pudding. Comfort MOB encourages you
to indulge every palate and craving in a fun, affordable and achievable way. It’s a nod
to homeliness and cosy nights spent with friends and family, cooking food that loves
you back.
Ben Lebus has always been passionate about food. At university, he quickly saw that his flatmates

did not share his knowledge of cooking, and so, three months after he graduated, Ben launched MOB
Kitchen, a platform created to show students and young professionals how to cook delicious food on
a budget.
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September 2021

Drug Guides . Life Sciences . Biochemistry

C ANNABIS
Professor David Nutt

 he definitive guide to cannabis
T
and your health.

 he definitive guide to cannabis, from world-renowned Professor of
T
Neuropsychopharmacology, David Nutt. Underpinned by his two-year research trial
in partnership with the Royal College of Psychiatrists, David and his team of scientists
will break the mould on the way we use cannabis for our health in the future. In his
first ground-breaking book on the subject, he will cover its impact on all areas of the
body and the brain and its effective use for treatment of illness from chronic pain,
epilepsy, multiple sclerosis and PTSD, to anxiety and depression. This is the essential
knowledge that cuts through the noise and gives us evidence-based information that
will change people’s lives and shed some much-needed light.
David Nutt is Professor of Neuropsychopharmacology and director of the

Neuropsychopharmacology Unit in the Division of Brain Sciences at Imperial College, London.
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September 2021

Mind, Body & Spirit . Astrology . Self Help

T HIS IS YOUR DESTINY
 ow to Use Astrology to Manifest Your
H
Best Life

Aliza Kelly

 rom rising star NYC-based astrologer
F
comes a contemporary self-help guide
that fuses the wisdom of the stars, real-life
stories and Aliza’s knowledge to help you
create the life you’ve always wanted.

 nlike most astrology books, this isn’t about flipping to your sun sign page to find
U
your generic, gimmicky take on what each sign ‘does’ – it’s much more complicated
than that. Everyone has a completely different birth chart, and a unique way of moving
through the world. You can’t apply a one-size fits all formula to spirituality, so Aliza’s
book uses the most important principles of astrology to arm you with the knowledge
you need to make better informed decisions.
As well as being an astrologer, Aliza Kelly is a columnist, the co-founder of an astrology-based

dating app Align, the host of hit podcast Stars Like Us, a resident astrologer at Soho House, host of
YouTube series Star Chart, as well as a content creator. She’s the resident astrologer of Cosmopolitan
and her monthly horoscopes and cosmic advice column reach an audience of 75M. In addition, she’s
the host of a new astrology-based dating show created by Amazon Prime.
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September 2021

Cooking . Quick & Easy . Comfort Food

EVERYDAY COOK
Fast & Fresh Favourites

Donal Skehan

90 everyday dishes made easier.

© Evan Doherty

 collection of simplified and doable classic recipes; veg-packed food has never
A
looked this good! With 30-minute meals, one-pot wonders, meals to prep ahead,
easy dinner favourites, recipes to batch cook, and dessert classics, there are recipes
for evenings when you need something simple but tasty to throw together, and also
ones for afternoons where you have a few hours to enjoy stirring a bubbling pot on
the stove. With Donal’s meal planner suggestions and helpful cooks notes, you’ll find
a helpful routine and ways to make your kitchen work for you alongside a range of
recipes to bring ease, flavour and speed to your everyday cooking.
Donal Skehan has been cooking since age four when he flipped his first pancake! Inspired by a

family of passionate foodies, cooking and eating hearty home-cooked food has always been a way of
life. Donal is the author of nine cookbooks, the host of Saturday Kitchen and star of cookery shows on
RTE and The Food Network, and he has hit own hit YouTube channel with 986k followers. Donal lives
in Dublin with his wife and two sons.
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September 2021

Biography & Autobiography . Personal Growth . Military

LESSONS FROM
THE EDGE
Extreme, Remote and Hostile

Aldo Kane
Lessons From The Edge will show readers
that with the right mindset, you can get
through anything life throws at you.

In his debut book, Aldo will inspire readers with his jaw-dropping stories and show
them how to survive and thrive through sheer strength of mind and sharp decisionmaking. It will reveal how this tough military man was able to cope with suddenly
feeling worthless, how he overcame doors literally slamming in his face, how he came
to realise that you can't wait for things to happen and instead how he rediscovered his
identity and harnessed his emotions to his advantage to find determination, purpose,
and a renewed sense of belonging. And how, to use his own words, he became the
captain of his own ship.
Aldo Kane is a world record setting adventurer, extreme, remote and hostile locations expert and

former Royal Marines Commando Sniper. He has completed 13 world-first expeditions from the high
seas of the Atlantic to the jungles of South America. Over the last 20 years, he has operated in some
of the world’s toughest, most extreme environments, where his body, mind and physical fitness have
been forged in the real world with minimal kit, yielding maximum returns.
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October 2021

Mental Health . Psychotherapy . Happiness

T HERAPY IS MAGIC
The Spellbinding Power of Talking Therapy

Jo Love

 n essential read for those curious about
A
therapy and its benefits.

In this part memoir, part mental health resource and how-to guide, Jo opens a rare
window into the real world of therapy, unpicking the magical powers that enabled
her to re-find her own voice, restored her resilience through the cloudiest days and
ultimately saved her from her own mind. Jo moves away from the stigma sometimes
associated with seeking help and shines a light on the emotional and physical benefits
of talking therapies, showing us that with professional guidance we can heal ourselves
and the relationships we have, tackle addictions and trauma, and save our minds.
Jo Love is an award-winning mental health advocate, speaker, writer and podcaster as host of the

podcast What I Wish I Had Known. She shares her experience of mental illness including depression,
anxiety and burnout alongside evidence-based strategies that helped her recover.
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October 2021

Cooking . Media Tie-In . Quick & Easy

R AMSAY IN 10
Delicious Recipes Made in a Flash

Gordon Ramsay

Everyday meals that take just 10
minutes to prep and 10 minutes
to cook.

 00 new exciting speedy recipes inspired by Gordon Ramsay’s hit YouTube series
1
Dinner in 10 watched by millions of fans across the world. With only 10 minutes
prepping time and 10 minutes cooking time, these are family favourites to make time
and again. In no time you can whip up a Microwave Sticky Toffee Pudding, mouthwatering Fish & Chips or, with only a little more effort and preparation, you can have
a taste of the Mediterranean in a flash with Gordon’s Chicken Gyros Flatbreads.
No one’s timing you, but you can relax in the knowledge that you’ll have a fuss-free
dinner on the table . . . fast.
Internationally renowned three Michelin-star chef Gordon Ramsay was brought up in Stratfordupon-Avon and initially aspired to be a professional footballer. An injury brought him back to college
to complete a course in hotel management, where his dedication and natural talent led him to train
with some of the world’s leading chefs. Ramsay has released a number of books, many of which
have become bestsellers around the world. A keen triathlete, Gordon lives with his wife Tana and five
children. He divides his time between London, Los Angeles and Cornwall.
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October 2021

Self Help . Mental Health . Psychology

 NXIETY IS YOUR
A
SUPERPOWER
 sing Anxiety To Think Better,
U
Feel Better And Do Better

Dr Wendy Suzuki
 utting-edge science packaged as a
C
practical guide on how to combat anxiety
and harness it as a superpower.

 hrough Wendy’s unique perspective as a neuroscientist, she teaches us how
T
to flip anxiety on its head and offers a counterintuitive lens through which we can
understand how anxiety manifests in our everyday lives. This book introduces a
taboo-breaking slant on anxiety: we learn how it can be good for us and that once we
know how to play it at its own game, it can become our superpower!
Dr Wendy Suzuki is a professor, an author, storyteller and a fitness instructor. She received her

undergraduate degree in Physiology and Human Anatomy at the University of California, went on to
earn her PhD in Neuroscience and completed a post-doctoral fellowship at the National Institutes of
Health before accepting her faculty position at New York University in 1998.
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November 2021

Yoga . Gift . Fitness

WILD KILTED YOGA
Finlay Wilson

 rom the author of Kilted Yoga comes a
F
beautifully illustrated guide to helping
readers connect with the outside world
through the power of yoga.

Wild Kilted Yoga will take you on a tour of stunning Scottish locations, from the Royal
Mile to Mermaid’s Cove; from Edinburgh Castle to the Machrie Moor Standing Stones.
Packed full of creative and playful yoga poses that can be done alone, as well as in
couples, Wild Kilted Yoga will leave the reader feeling grounded and inspired. It also
highlights the importance of human connection and feeling close to others in this odd,
and somewhat isolating period by showing poses you can do with your friends or
partner to bring you closer together.
Finlay Wilson lives in Dundee, Scotland, and works as a certified Forrest yoga instructor and

bodyworker as well as a BBC content creator. He is the founder and principal teacher of Heart Space
Yoga & Bodyworks in Dundee and is a widely sought-after international yoga teacher.
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November 2021

Mind, Body & Spirit . Crystals . Self Help

C RYSTALS FOR
SELF-CARE
The Ultimate Guide to Crystal Healing

Kirsty Gallagher
 rom the bestselling author of Lunar
F
Living comes a beautiful guide to
understanding the power of crystals to
heal your life, enhance wellbeing and
bring about spiritual and emotional
transformation.

 rystals for Self-Care is the one book you need in order to learn about how crystals
C
can enhance your everyday life. Crystals hold a line of frequency that emits vibrations
and working with specific crystals will see that your body realigns in order to match
the vibrations of the crystal. The chapters in Crystals for Self-Care are arranged
so you can turn to specific chapters in different times of need. Chapters include
Healing, Love, Anxiety and Relationships, so in any mood or mindset you can flick to
the relevant chapter and learn about the crystals that will help you care for yourself
through that time and become your optimum self.
Kirsty Gallagher is a moon mentor, soul alignment and transformation coach, yoga teacher and

meditation teacher with an infectious passion for life. She has been sharing the life-changing benefits
of yoga and the moon for 10 years through classes, workshops, private and corporate sessions and
has taught over 80 worldwide retreats. She is the founder of online sisterhood Lunar Living and author
of the bestselling book Lunar Living.
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November 2021

Stargazing . Astronomy . Gift

 HE SECRET WORLD
T
OF STARGAZING
Find Solace in the Stars

Adrian West
 enture into the great outdoors, switch
V
off from your busy life and identify the
wonders of the night sky.

 his is the ultimate guide to set you on your stargazing journey – it’s a simple guide to
T
the skies. Whilst you’re learning how to spot constellations, meteors and comets, you
will simultaneously be switching off your busy mind, in nature and having a mindful
moment. Stargazing is completely free, absolutely no fancy equipment is required.
The Secret World of Stargazing can be enjoyed throughout the year in any place –
whether you’re in your back garden or on an exotic beach somewhere.
Adrian West is an astronomer with over 30 years’ experience. Better known as Virtual Astro, he has

one of the largest independent astronomy and space accounts on social media. He’s passionate
about the night sky and inspiring people to look up. Adrian has written many astronomy and space
related articles for various online science magazines. Adrian runs Sky Tours for the National Trust and
has also written guides and articles for the BBC, Met office and National Trust.
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December 2021

Self Help . Personal Growth . Creativity

T HE TWELVE
MONOTASKS
Thatcher Wine

 twelve-step task optimisation
A
programme for your twenty-firstcentury brain.

 he Twelve Monotasks cuts through the noise to teach us that by concentrating on 12
T
everyday activities and approaching them with a focused mindset, we can rebuild and
expand our attention spans. When we focus on what we are doing, where we are and
who we are with, we can rediscover our ability to enjoy life, connect with others, and
succeed in all that we do. Exploring 12 different themes – reading, walking, listening,
sleeping to name a few – Wine dispels the myth of multitasking, showing us that by
bringing our full attention to one task we can be more efficient, be more productive
and overall, decrease feelings of stress and anxiety.
Thatcher Wine is a founder of Juniper Books, which specialises in custom curated libraries and
designing special edition book sets. In addition, he has been featured in the New York Times, Wall
Street Journal, Architectural Digest, Elle, Decor and many more.
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December 2021

Cooking . Weight Loss . Diet & Nutrition

S LIMMING EATS
100 Healthy, Slimming Recipes

Siobhan Wightman

1 00 slimming recipes from one of the
biggest slimming blogs in the world.

 fter starting a slimming blog in 2009, to help her lose weight and feel better after her
A
second pregnancy, Siobhan fell in love with cooking. She is passionate about getting
healthy as a lifetime change, not a short-term fix, and she has learned this the hard way
through years of yo-yo dieting that made her miserable. Her debut cookbook brings to
life the ethos of her much-loved blog, with 100 recipes for her legion of fans to enjoy.
Siobhan Wightman is a full-time mum and hugely successful blogger of Slimming Eats, born in the
UK and now living with her husband in Canada. She has amassed a community of 853k Facebook
fans, grown a Facebook private group of 352k fans and has 256k Instagram followers. She’s created
this all from her small kitchen, cooking and photographing it all herself.
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Dominic Smith
dominic.smith@hachette.co.uk

Rights
For all film and TV rights
enquiries, please contact the
agent in the first instance
Rights Director
Rebecca Folland
rebecca.folland@hachette.co.uk

Independent Booksellers
Nicole Charge
nicole.charge@hodder.co.uk

Communications Director
Eleni Lawrence
eleni.lawrence@hodder.co.uk

South East England
Julia Benson
07771 813508
julia.benson@hachette.co.uk

Emma Knight
emma.knight@hodder.co.uk
Veronique Norton
veronique.norton@hodder.co.uk
Rebecca Mundy
rebecca.mundy@hodder.co.uk
Jenny Platt
jenny.platt@hodder.co.uk
Steven Cooper
steven.cooper@hodder.co.uk
Myrto Kalavrezou
myrto.kalavrezou@hodder.co.uk
Kate Keehan
kate.keehan@hodder.co.uk
Niamh Anderson
niamh.anderson@hodder.co.uk
Maria Garbutt-Lucero
maria.garbutt-lucero@hodder.
co.uk

robert.mackenzie@hachette.co.uk

South West England
and Wales
Declan Kyle
07810 837256
declan.kyle@hachette.co.uk

Central England
and Midlands
Ian Williamson
07768 764397
ian.williamson@hachette.co.uk

Midlands
Nigel Andrews
07799 112446
nigel.andrews@hachette.co.uk

Scotland and North
East England
Jack Dennison
07771 814916
jack.dennison@hachette.co.uk

Hachette Book Group Ireland
Bernard Hoban
Operations Manager
8 Castlecourt Centre
Castleknock, Dublin 15
Ireland
+353 1 824 6288
MD (Sales and Marketing)
Jim Binchy
jim.binchy@hbgi.ie

Sales Manager
Ruth Shern
ruth.shern@hbgi.ie

Sales Manager
Siobhan Tierney
siobhan.tierney@hbgi.ie

INTERNATIONAL SALES
Group International
Sales Director
Abigail Mitchell
abigail.mitchell@hachette.co.uk

Head of International Sales
Eleanor Wood
eleanor.wood@hodder.co.uk

OTHER MARKETS
Australia
Hachette Australia,
Level 17, 207 Kent Street
Sydney Nsw 2000, Australia
Tel: +61 2 8248 0800
New Zealand
Hachette New Zealand
Level 2, 23 O’Connell St
Auckland Central 1010
New Zealand
Tel: +64 9 478 1000
All US & Canada orders:
Hachette Book Group
Order Department
53 State Street
Boston, MA 02109
Call toll free: 1-800-759-0190
order.desk@hbgusa.com
Enquiries to Simon RH McArt:
simon.mcart@hachette.co.uk

South Africa
Jonathan Ball Publishers
66 Mimetes Road, Denver
Ext 9,
Johannesburg 2094
South Africa
Tel. +27 (0)11 601 8000

South-East Asia
Hachette UK Ltd (Asia office)
Room 5-6, 11th Floor,
9 Jupiter Street
North Point, Hong Kong SAR
Tel +852 6393 3573
Paul Kenny
paul.kenny@hachette.co.uk

Singapore/Malaysia
Pansing
Pansing Distribution, Pte Ltd
1 New Industrial Road
Times Centre
Singapore 536 196
Tel: +65 6319 9939
Latin American/Caribbean
TD Williams International
Media Consultancy
32 Pickwick Road
SE21 7JW, London
United Kingdom
David Williams
david@intermediaamericana.com

Eastern Europe
Anna Martini
Friedenstrasse 24
50676 Cologne
GERMANY
Tel: +49 221 923 27 70
Anna.Martini@hachette.co.uk

India
Hachette Book Publishing
India Pvt Ltd
4th/5th Floors, Corporate
Centre; Plot no 94, Sector 44
Gurugram 122003, India
Tel +91-124 4195000

Middle East
Hachette UK Ltd
(Middle East office)
Office 4, 2nd Floor, CNN
Building, Dubai Media City,
PO Box 502068
Dubai, UAE
Tel. +971 (0)50 2509684
Joan Wamae

customer.service@hachetteindia.com

joan.wamae@hachette.co.uk

China
Beijing New Knowledge Era
Cultural Communications
Co., Ltd
1-1-2002 Wang Jing SOHO
No.1 East Futong Avenue,
Chaoyang District
Beijing 100102
China
Tel +86 10 5707 6128
Wei Zhao
wzbooks@nkmedia.com.cn

